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Executive Summary

NedTrain is a company that maintains all passenger rolling stock in the Netherlands. Fifteen different
sorts of train series are maintained, containing 50.000 different spare parts in total: standardization is
low. Around 3500 people currently work at NedTrain, divided over several locations in The
Netherlands. Trying to improve their processes, in the last years NedTrain had a full focus on
achieving a high availability of parts. Recently, this focus has shifted to costs, while maintaining the
high availability. This project is performed to gain new insights with respect to lower the inventory
costs. The general problem statement is:

What can be done at NedTrain to lower the inventory, but maintain the high availability ofparts?

From the preliminary investigation seemed that there is a clear distinction between processes for
material requirements concerning planned maintenance, and material requirements concerning
unplanned maintenance. Unplanned material requirements are currently controlled with a software
package called 'Xelus Parts'. In this package, forecasting methods and inventory control systems are
used to determine 'optimal' settings for each demand pattern at the various production facilities in The
Netherlands. However, relatively simple methods are used, not suited for the demand patterns at
NedTrain. For planned material requirements, each two weeks a planning is delivered. The quality of
the planning lacks, and various sources of uncertainty are present, making it harder to plan
maintenance.

Because of the distinction between planned and unplanned material requirements, two main research
questions are formulated:

Are there alternative combinations of forecasting method and inventory policy for unplanned
material requirements that suit demand patterns at NedTrain better, so that the high
availability is maintained, but inventory decreases?
What opportunities can be used to improve planned material requirements, or counter
uncertainties in planned material requirements?

For both directions, first an analysis is performed, and second a re-design is formulated. Concerning
planned material requirements, it seemed that one source of information was not used: for long term
maintenance (lifetime> 2 years) parts, repeatedly lifetime research is performed, but only the last time
before actual repair, the lifetime is set fixed, and used. This results in achieving knowledge too late,
and replanning the maintenance activities. It is recommended to use the knowledge gained from earlier
performed lifetime research, and set a 'soft' repair due date, so material can be ordered and placed on
stock in time. Important is that a feedback loop is created between employees that order parts, and
employees that have knowledge concerning lifetimes and planning, to ensure that an order actually
will be used for maintenance, and will not become obsolete.

Next, the quality of planning is analyzed. It seems that deviations between actual demand and planned
demand of 70-90% are no exception, and a large variety of influences on planning are identified and
categorized. Also, in the current policies either a lot-for-lot (based on forecasted demand) policy is
used, or one batch of parts is placed on inventory, before maintenance tasks are started (maintenance
on a part is performed over a longer time frame, e.g. six months). It is easy to see that under
uncertainty, the first policy results in a low availability, and the second policy results in high inventory
costs.

In a partly descriptive, partly prescriptive simulation model, performance under different scenarios for
actual demand is tested for both the current policies, and inventory policies with safety stock, which
are argued to be beneficial in the literature. As expected, the first policy resulted in a low availability,
and the second policy resulted in high costs. After the simulation of several safety stocks under
uncertain demand, a graph can be created, setting out the safety stock and the fill rate, and the fill rate
against the total costs. In case of a worse case actual demand scenario (= large deviations from
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forecasted demand), a safety stock of 55% of monthly demand, in case forecasted demand is smoothed
over time, results in a better trade-off between costs and fill rate. For the average case scenario for
actual demand (=average deviations from forecasted demand), a safety stock of 25% of monthly
demand satisfies targets. Important to notice is that the less uncertain actual demand is, the lower the
costs will be under which the target availability is achieved. In case parts are handled with an
inventory policy with safety stock, replanning should be avoided: the planning should be frozen, based
on parts (= freeze planning for certain parts, not for a certain time period ahead), since replanning
would result in higher inventory holding costs.

For unplanned material requirements, also analyses and a re-design are made. In the analysis phase the
patterns of the demand are analyzed, resulting in several demand histograms showing that:

a large part (40-50%) of items have less than one time per year demand
a large part (40-50%) of items have intermittent demand, where intermittent demand is
defined as a demand pattern with a large proportion of zero values, and random non-zero
demand

For the second part, requirements should be controlled with forecast - inventory control. Currently, the
method Moving Average is mostly used to forecast demand and inventory control is based on a normal
distribution. From literature seems that Croston's method and the Approximation method may forecast
more accurate, and that a Compound Poisson process fits the distribution of the demand patterns better
than the normal distribution concerning the inventory policy. A simulation was performed with the
three forecasting methods, and two distributions. With the two best performing combinations, and the
currently used combination, statistical analyses are performed to check for a significant improvement
and possible independent variables that influence the relative performance of the methods. After the
analysis, the practical conclusion can be drawn that Croston's method in combination with the
Compound Poisson distribution should be used for all parts. In case this is implemented, for the part of
items that are controlled by forecast - inventory control, a saving of around 25% in inventory and
inventory holding costs may be expected. It will however take time before changes become visible,
since the large amount of parts currently on stock first have to be used. Important to notice is that
currently the deviation measure is used to evaluate forecasting methods. However, the deviation
measure neglects the influence of the assumed distribution for inventory control, and the
recommended method is not necessarily the best one.

The total saving cannot be extrapolated easily for both unplanned and planned material requirements.
For planned material requirements, it depends on the planner and the part which inventory policy
currently is used, and thus what the relative benefits are when compared to the re-design. However,
when for a part one batch is ordered concerning planned maintenance, a saving of around 50% can be
expected. For unplanned maintenance, the part of items which should be controlled by means of
forecasting and inventory control differs per train series. For the part of items for which forecasts are
used, concerning unplanned maintenance, a saving of 20-25% should be realizable.

VII



Management Samenvatting

NedTrain onderhoud bijna al het rollend materieel in Nederland. Vijftien verschillende soorten treinen
worden onderhouden, waarin zich 50.000 verschillende onderdelen bevinden: standaardisatie is dus
erg laag. Ongeveer 3.500 mensen werken heden ten dage bij NedTrain, verdeeld over verschillende
locaties door Nederland. am hun processen te verbeteren had NedTrain de laatste jaren een focus op
het behalen van een hoge beschikbaarheid van onderdelen. Deze focus is echter verschoven naar het
verlagen van de kosten, met behoud van de hoge beschikbaarheid. Dit project is gedaan om nieuwe
inzichten te winnen met betrekking tot het verlagen van de voorraadkosten. De algemene
probleemstelling is:

Wat kan er bij NedTrain gedaan worden om de voorraad te verlagen, met behoud van de hoge
beschikbaarheid van onderdelen?

Uit het vooronderzoek is gebleken dat er een duidelijke scheiding bestaat tussen processen voor
gepland materiaalverbruik en ongepland materiaalverbruik. Ongepland materiaalverbruik wordt
gestuurd door een software pakket genaamd 'Xelus Parts'. In dit pakket worden voorspelmethodieken
en voorraadbeleid gebruikt om een 'optimale' setting voor ieder vraagpatroon bij de verschillende
productiehallen door Nederland te verkrijgen. Echter, relatief eenvoudige methoden worden gebruikt,
die niet geschikt zijn voor de vraagpatronen bij NedTrain. Voor gepland materiaalverbruik, wordt
iedere twee weken een planning doorgegeven. De kwaliteit van de planning is vrij laag, en meerdere
bronnen van onzekerheid zijn aanwezig, wat het moeilijker maakt om onderhoud te plannen.

Door de scheiding tussen gepland en ongepland materiaalverbruik, worden er twee onderzoeksvragen
geformuleerd:

Zijn er alternatieve combinaties tussen voorspelmethodieken en voorraadbeleid, die beter
passen bij de vraagpatronen bij NedTrain, zodat de voorraad ornlaag gaat, maar de
beschikbaarheid hoog blijft?
Welke mogelijkheden kunnen worden benut om gepland materiaalverbruik te verbeteren, of
om te buifferen tegen onzekerheden voor gepland materiaalverbruik?

Voor beide richtingen wordt is eerst een analyse gedaan, waama een herontwerp is geformuleerd. Met
betrekking tot gepland materiaalverbruik, schijnt het dat een bron van informatie niet gebruikt wordt:
voor lange termijn onderhoud (levensduur > 2 jaar) onderdelen wordt herhaaldelijk
levensduuronderzoek gedaan, maar aIleen de laatste maal voor het werkelijke onderhoud wordt de
levensduur vastgezet en gebruikt in het systeem. Dit kan resulteren in herplannen, aangezien
informatie te laat aan kan komen. Ret wordt aanbevolen om deze kennis te gebruiken om een 'zachte'
terrnijn voor onderhoud te steIlen, zodat materiaal besteld kan worden en op voorraad kan worden
geplaatst. Ret is belangrijk dat een feedback loop wordt gecreeerd tussen de inkoopplanners en
ISMlMSM, om te verzekeren dat materiaal nodig is en wordt verbruikt.

Daamaast is de kwaliteit van de planning geanalyseerd. Afwijkingen van 70-90% tussen voorspelde
vraag en werkelijke vraag zijn geen uitzondering, en a grote varieteit aan invloeden op planning zijn
geidentificeerd en ingedeeld. Ten derde is het huidige voorraadbeleid bekeken. Nu wordt er of een lot
for-lot gebaseerd op de voorspelling gebruikt, of een batch wordt besteld aan het begin van de cyclus.
Onder onzekerheid zal het eerste beleid resulteren in een lage beschikbaarheid van onderdelen, en het
tweede beleid in hoge voorraadkosten.

In een deels prescriptief, deels descriptief simulatie model wordt de performance van verschillende
scenario's van werkelijke vraag getest tegen de voorraadbeleid-alternatieven die nu gebruikt worden,
en een beleid met veiligheidsvoorraad.

Zoals verwacht resulteert het eerste beleid in een lage beschikbaarheid, en het tweede beleid in hoge
kosten. Na een simulatie met verschillende levels voor de veiligheidsvoorraad onder onzekere vraag
kan een grafiek worden gemaakt, waarin de veiligheidsvoorraad wordt uitgezet tegen de servicegraad,
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en een met de servicegraad tegen de kosten. In het 'worse case' scenario (= grote afwijkingen van
werkelijke vraag), resulteert een veiligheidsvoorraad nodig van 55% van maandelijkse vraag, in het
geval dat voorspelde vraag wordt uitgesmeerd over tijd, in een betere afweging tussen kosten en
beschikbaarheid. Voor de 'average case' is een veiligheidsvoorraad nodig van 25% van maandelijkse
vraag noodzakelijk voor een betere afweging (target servicegraad =97%).

Wanneer onderdelen worden behandeld met een beleid met veiligheidsvoorraad moet herplannen
voorkomen worden: de planning moet bevroren worden, gebaseerd op orders (= bevries de planning
voor bepaalde onderdelen, niet voor een bepaalde periode vooruit), aangezien herplannen zou
resulteren in hogere voorraadkosten.

Voorongepland materiaalverbruik zijn ook analyses en een herontwerp gemaakt. In de analyse zijn de
vraagpatronen geanalyseers, wat resulteerde in histogrammen die aantonen dat:

een groot deel (40-50%) van de onderdelen hebben minder dan een keer per jaar verbruik
een groot deel (40-50%) van de onderdelen heeft 'intennittent demand', waar intennittent
demand is gedefinieerd als vraagpatronen met een groot deel aan nul-waarden, en random
non-zero demand

Het tweede deel moet worden behandeld met voorspelmethodieken - voorraadbeleid. Nu wordt veelal
Moving Average gebruikt om vraag te voorspellen, en het voorraadbeleid is gebaseerd op de normale
verdeling. Uit de literatuur blijkt dat Crostons methode en de Approximation methode meer accuraat
voorspellen, en dat een Compound Poisson verdeling de vraagdistributie beter fit. Een simulatie op
basis van historische vraag is gedaan met de drie voorspelmethodieken en de twee verdelingen. Met de
twee best presterende combinaties, en de combinatie die gebruikt wordt in de huidige situatie zijn
statistische analyses gedaan om uit te vinden of de verbetering significant is, en of onafhankelijke
variabelen de relatieve prestatie van methoden beinvloeden. Na deze analyse kan de praktische
conclusie worden getrokken dat Crostons methode in combinatie met de Compound Poisson
distributie gebruikt moet worden voor alle onderdelen.

Ais dit alles wordt geimplementeerd, kan een besparing van ongeveer 25% gedaan worden op
voorraad en voorraadkosten voor het deel van de onderdelen die behandeld worden met
voorspelmethodieken en voorraadbeleid. Het duurt echter voordat de veranderingen zichtbaar worden,
aangezien er grote hoeveelheden voorraad liggen die eerst verbruikt moeten worden. Belangrijk is dat
de maat om de voorspelfout te berekenen nu wordt gebruikt om de voorspelmethodieken te evalueren,
echter deze maat negeert de betreffende vraagdistributie en de aanbevolen methode is niet
noodzakelijk de beste methode.

De totaal te verwachten besparing kan niet simpel worden geextrapoleerd voor zowel gepland
materiaalverbruik als ongepland materiaalverbruik. Voor gepland materiaalverbruik is het afhankelijk
van het onderdeel welk voorraadbeleid wordt gebruikt, en dus ook wat de relatieve winst is,
vergeleken met het herontwerp. Vergeleken met het beleid dat er een batch wordt besteld wordt een
besparing voorzien van 50%. Voor ongepland onderhoud verschilt het deel van de onderdelen
behandeld worden met voorspelling - voorraadbeleid. Voor het deel waar voorspellingen voor worden
gebruikt kan een besparing van 20%-25% worden verwacht.

IX
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A New Forecasting & Inventory Control System at NedTrain

1. Introduction

M.L. Wlu 2008

In this introduction, a short motivation is given why a project is started at NedTrain. Second, a
description of the report composition is included.

1. 1 Motivation of the Project
In the near past, NedTrain, which maintains all passenger rolling stock in The Netherlands, placed
major weight on availability of parts, without taking into account among others inventory holding
costs and purchasing costs. Since the availability has reached a satisfying level (fraction of demand
directly satisfied from shelf =98%), the focus is on cost saving. For the logistics department, a major
issue is the inventory at the different locations. To illustrate this, a histogram is stated below, showing
the amount of month's average demand currently on stock. For this analysis, data from one train series
on one service location is used. The amount of months is determined by dividing the average amount
on stock during the last 4 months, by the average demand in the last 4 months. It seems that 2/3rd of the
articles has more than 10 months demand on stock, while the average lead time is equal to +r 2.5
months. Based on this, it can be concluded that inventory levels are indeed high.

In this project, one of the causes of the high inventory is taken into account, resulting in a re-design for
material requirements for planned and unplanned maintenance.

# Months Demand on Stock
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U
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Figure 1: Amount of Months on Stock

1.2 Report Composition
In section 2, preliminary investigation is done. First, the organization of NedTrain is elaborated on.
Next, the processes concerning logistics & support and maintenance are handled. Last, the scope of
this master thesis project is determined.
From section 3 on, a division is made between planned and unplanned material requirements. In
section 3, quantitative & qualitative analyses are performed, and a re-design is provided for planned
material requirements.
In section 4, the analysis phase, and a re-design are elaborated on for unplanned material requirements.
In section 5 an implementation plan is written, and in section 6 conclusions and recommendations for
further research are stated.

- 1 -
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2. Preliminary Investigation
For an overview of NedTrain and its processes, a preliminary investigation is performed. In section 2.1
the organization is described, in section 2.2 the most important processes are elaborated on, and finally
in section 2.3 the content of further sections in this project is described.

2. 1 Organization
In the first part, a general introduction of NedTrain is stated, as well as the goods flow process. In the
second part the department where the project is performed at is shortly introduced. Last, some recent
developments in strategy with accompanying performance indicators are handled.

2.1.1 NedTrain
As a daughter company of the NS ("Nederlandse Spoorwegen"), NedTrain is a Dutch company
responsible for the maintenance of rolling material. NedTrain is the sole provider on the business-to
business service market of passenger rolling stock, but they also service a small part of the B2B
transport market, where the Deutsche Bundesbahn is the most important competitor. In the passenger
rolling stock, fifteen different sorts of trains can be identified, which from now on will be called train
series or material series. Around 3500 people are currently working at NedTrain, which has a yearly
turnover of+/_ 450 million euro.

The main office of NedTrain is located in Utrecht, but also in Tilburg various departments are
established, such as logistics and purchasing. In figure 2, the goods flow is stated. On the right hand
side, SB's ('servicebedrijf'= service point), TC's (technical centre) and OB's ('onderhoudsbedrijf'=
maintenance point) maintain parts] in the train. NedTrain divides The Netherlands in four parts: the
north-eastern region, southern region, 'randstad' north and 'randstad' south. There are four OB's
coupled these regions, respectively in Onnen, Maastricht, Amsterdam and Leidschendam. To the OB's
several smaller service points, SB' s, are coupled. In total there are around 40 SB' s. The last sort of
maintenance points are the +/_5 TC's, which can be seen as an upgrade of an SB: larger maintenance
tasks can be done than in the SB's, to reduce the workload of the OB's.

These three sorts of maintenance points are supplied by the RDC (distribution centre) which is situated
in Tilburg. SB's are supplied by the RDC via the respective OB. Internal and external suppliers supply
to the RDC. Internal suppliers are a component factory in Haarlem, and a component factory in
Tilburg (CBT). Next to these, several external suppliers supply parts to the RDC. With these suppliers,
it is tried to initiate purchasing contracts.
Different good flows for different sorts of spare parts can be identified, as well as extra flows for e.g.
rush orders.

The combination of a central warehouse and two more maintenance points means there is a multi
echelon inventory situation. Policies are however not tailored as such; this will be elaborated on later.
Every location has a specific group of tasks, which are stated in table 1.

1 Note that large refurbishment & overhaul tasks are performed in Haarlem, not at the OB's/SB'sffC's

- 3 -
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Part of Supply Chain Task division
CBT (Tilburg) - Revision of 20% of the main parts:l

- Revision of 75% of the repairables
Haarlem - Refurbishment & Overhaul

- Revision of 75% of the main parts
External suppliers - Revision of 5% of the main parts

- Supply consumables
- Revision of 25% of the repairables

OB - Planned and unplanned maintenance (LTM
/SCPMI compulsory/ EBK's/ repair of large
failures)

SB - Daily safety checks
- Cleaning (internal & external)
- Repair of small failures

Table 1: Task Division

2.1.2 Department
This assignment is performed at the logistics department, which falls under the heading of Operations.
An overview of the organizational chart is given in appendix A. Within the logistics department, the
project is performed at the 'Innovation & Development' department, whose mission is a full focus on
innovation and development of people, processes and systems.

2 Explanation of the part and maintenance types will be given later in the report
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2.1.3 Recent Developments & Key Performance Indicators
As stated in the first chapter, in the near past availability of parts was the most important issue.
Currently, costs are taken into account more and more. Recent developments at NedTrain are more
preventive maintenance, striving for decreasing inventories and lower deduction of train carners for
maintenance. Key performance indicators (KPD are formulated to quantify the inventory level, the
availability of parts and the deduction of material (= how many trains are in for maintenance).

The stock turnover rate of inventory is a performance measure for the amount of inventory relative to
the use. The stock turnover rate, calculated as: the value of outgoing (=used) parts during a year,
divided by the value of total inventory over a year, is in the range of 1.15-1.20, what is tents below the
average of European railway companies. The target for current year (2008) is 1.35, and has to increase
to 2.0 over time.

For the availability of parts, NedTrain has specified a production service level and a network service
level. The production service level is equal to the fill rate (the P2 measure, Silver et al. 1998, p. 245),
which is defined as 'the fraction of demand satisfied directly from the shelf (De Kok 2(02). This
production service level is determined based on material requests in a certain period at the OB' s only.
A derived indicator is the network service level, which indicates whether a part is present somewhere
in the network when demanded, where the network consist of all locations mentioned under paragraph
2.1.1.

(2.1)

total amount of backorders from time tJ to t2

total demand from time tJ to t2

, where

In the calculation of the P2 measure for NedTrain, a dataset with 12.309 material requests at the OB's
and TC's from 30-01-2008 till 24-02-2008 is used. The equation to determine the fill rate for a limited
data set, can be derived from the general fill rate equation from De Kok (2002). The derived equation
is stated as:

P _ 1- B(tl' t2 ]
2-

D(tl't2 ]

B(tl' t2 ]

D(tl't2 ]

For critical and non critical parts3 together, 495 of the 12.309 parts were not on stock when demanded,
thus P2 = 0,96. For critical parts only, 113 of 1960 parts were not available, thus P2 = 0.94. With the
same data set, the network service measures are equal to respectively 0,98 and 0,99. These service
levels are highest amongst the European railway companies; however this result is thus achieved with
very high inventory levels, as indicated in figure 1.

The deduction of material is measured by the amount of carners in service. For every location the
amount is measured daily. Currently this figure is around 275 carners per day nationwide, on a total of
around 2900 carners c+r 9.5%). The availability of trains is measured by this figure: the less trains are
in service, the higher the availability and thus the more trains can be used for transport. The target for
2010 is to have an average of 200 carners in service daily, wihich is equal to 6.9%.

2.2 Process
In this section, the various processes at NedTrain are described. First the spare parts are handled, and
next the maintenance type. Last, logistics & support will be elaborated on.

2.2.1 Spare Parts Structure
At NedTrain currently around 50.000 different spare parts are used in the fifteen different train series,
from which about 12.000 parts are active per year. It changes over the years which parts are active,

3 Mission criticality and mission non criticality are explained in section 2.2.1
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entailing in an inventory that is harder to control, what probably leads to higher costs; this is affirmed
by Watson (1987). In table 1 four different parts were mentioned:

1. Consumables: parts that wear out after a certain amount of distance/ time, where after they
are disposed. Consumable parts are bought by NedTrain and owned by NedTrain

2. Repairables: parts which can be repaired, and stay in the supply chain: either in use, in stock,
or in repair. They can contain one ore more repairables and/ or consumables in their product
structure. Repairables are owned by NedTrain

3. Main parts: large parts that are repairable, but different from repairables financially, technical
importance, uniqueness, and ownership (these stay with the NS). Because of the price, and
the technical importance these parts are handled differently. Main parts contain repairables
and/or consumables in their product structure

4. Strategic parts: parts that are only used with crash and/or bum situations, such as the whole
front end of the locomotive. The ownership stays with the original manufacturer of the train

Note: strategic parts are left out of the scope from now on, because ofthe rare use.

Next to the subdivision in the four above mentioned categories, parts are categorized as either mission
critical or mission non-critical. The mission is reflected by the ability of the train to operate. The
criticality determines among others the priority of the maintenance task: a train with a failed critical
part cannot leave for passenger transport.

2.2.2 Maintenance structure
At NedTrain, 80% of all maintenance hours is filled with unplanned work; 20% is planned. Before
elaborating on maintenance on parts, trains, etc., these levels of repair are explained.

L

Train Level I

Carrier Level

Part Leve

HighestLevelPari~

Lower Level(s) Paris

'-_._---,
IPart 1.1.. II Part 1.1.2 i Lowest Level Paris I

Figure 3: Structure train-carrier-part-Ievels

The 'lower level(s)' represent all levels between highest and lowest level parts. On the part level,
compulsory service, short cyclical periodic maintenance, long term maintenance, failures, and
construction modifications are done. On train series level, only refurbishment & overhaul is done.
Note that, to be able to maintain parts, a train must come to a production facility. This shouldn't be
confused with maintenance on train level.

With respect to maintenance on parts, three types are identified at NedTrain:
GAO (= time based maintenance): a part is repaired/ replaced after a certain amount of
distance/ actions/ time. GAO is equal to planned preventive and planned corrective
maintenance
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TAO (= condition based maintenance): a part is checked various times, in case the state
decreases below a certain performance level, it is repaired! replaced. TAO is unplanned
preventive maintenance
DAO (= failure based maintenance): the part is used until failure, then it is replaced! repaired.
All DAO is unplanned corrective maintenance

Maintenance policies are created by MSM (Material Series Manager) and ISM (Maintenance
Management), where MSM defines the functionalities of the particular train series, and ISM
determines the way these functionalities can be maintained. Six sorts of maintenance have to be
distinguished. In figure 4, an illustrating maintenance schedule is given. With each sort of
maintenance, the accompanying part in figure 4 is explained.

Maintenance Overview
120 -,-------------------------,

80+------

60+------

100 +--------------------------r--,--1
EBK

.cw
e R&O

elTM
.SCPM

CS

o

40-t------

20

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

months

Figure 4: Maintenance Overview (example)

Compulsory service
As shown under CS in figure 4, every fixed period a train series has to come in for compulsory
service. For e.g. the ICR train series, every 112 days or 72.000 kilometers (+/- equal to three months)
enters an OB for compulsory service (every train series has its own amount of days!km's).
Compulsory service consists of two parts: planned repeated work, and unplanned repeated &
unrepeated work. Planned work consists of various tasks that always need to be maintained over time,
thus GAO. Unplanned work consists of TAO, and repair of minor malfunctions: DAO. These are both
done after fixed inspection, and form a large part (80-90%) of the compulsory service. Next to the
fixed list of DAO parts that has to be checked in the periodic service, other repair of minor
malfunctions (DAO), which do not cause enough trouble to stop the train due to regulations/
performance, are determined in pre-checks when the train series is to be maintained. For several parts
with TAO, it is checked whether the part has to be repaired immediately, the next cycle, or later.

Train series xxx Period 1 (3 months) Pd. 2 (6 months) Pd. 3 (9 months) Pd. 4 (12 months)
Task 1 repair Repair repair repair
Task 2 repair repair
Task x inspect Inspect inspect inspect

Table 2: Compulsory Service example

Short cyclical periodic maintenance
Short cyclical periodic maintenance concerns planned preventive and planned corrective maintenance
tasks for repairables and consumables (GAO); it also accounts for lower level consumables and
repairables of main parts. Short cyclical tasks have an interval < 2 years and if possible, clusters of
tasks are formed. These clusters/ tasks are always planned on top of the compulsory service, to
decrease the amount of times that trains have to enter the OB; thus to keep the availability of carriers
high. This can be seen in figure 4, where all of the short cyclical periodic maintenance (SCPM) is
placed on top of compulsory maintenance.
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Long Tenn Maintenance
Main parts, and long term (lifetime >2 years) repairables and consumables are controlled separate
from other parts. They are not scheduled long time in advance, to be able to cluster maintenance on the
short term and keep the availability of carriers high. Long term maintenance is done in a block policy
(see Van Houtum 2007). All long term maintenance is GAO, and as can be seen in figure 4 with LTM,
it is planned on top of CS.

One-time maintenance
- Refurbishment & Overhaul: every +/. fifteen years a major overhaul takes place on every material
series. This planned preventive maintenance is done to ensure that the material series can be used for
another fifteen years, and takes place at the factory in Haarlem. New parts may be used in the trains
and parts are all extensively revised! replaced. Because this maintenance is not pointed solely at one
part, it is neither only TAO, DAO, nor only GAO. Refurbishment & overhaul is planned separate from
other maintenance activities (R&O in figure 4).

- Construction modifications: a cw ('constructiewijziging' =construction modification) is a one-time
planned maintenance job, where a design! technological change in (a) partes) is carried through. These
can be initiated due to customer (= NS) demands or due to need for a better design! performance. With
cw's, new parts might be used and parts might be revised. Because this maintenance is not pointed at
one part, it is neither only TAO, nor only DAO, nor only GAO. Cw's are tried to plan on top of
compulsory service (see figure 4).

Failures
Parts can fail unplanned during usage of the train. In case this happens, a division is made between
parts that are critical and parts that are non-critical. In case a critical part fails, the train has to come in
for service unplanned, in case of non-critical, the part can be repaired the next time that the train
comes in compulsory (CS). The first sort is called an EBK ("extra binnenkomst": extra arrival).

2.2.3 Logistics & Support
Logistics and support is comprised In forecasting, planning and inventory control, which are
introduced in the sections below.

Forecasting
One of the possible causes of a high inventory is
that forecasting for material requirements might not
be used adequately, while demand forecasting is
one of the most crucial issues for inventory
management (Ghobbar & Friend 2003). With
respect to figure 2, forecasting for material
requirements is used in the two red circles in the
figure on the right. Various parts of forecasting are identified. First, for refurbishment & overhaul the
component factory in Haarlem handles matters themselves, because of the one-time demand for parts
and the scale on which operations are done. Second, difference is made between planned material
requirements and unplanned material requirements. Before elaborating on the various parts, the flow
of information is clarified in the figure below. Several arrows and states are explained further in this
section.
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Figure 5: Flow of Information

Planned maintenance material requirements
To be able to plan material requirements, information concerning lifetimes and nature of parts needs to
be specified and known. This information can be found in IV-lists (InVentory). Based on these IV
lists, forecasted planned maintenance is stated against infinite capacity in the software package 'R5',
from which material requirements can be deducted. Based on this information, the CMP ('coordinator
material planning') fills the software package 'Proplan' against finite capacity, from which forecasts
for material requirements for planned maintenance for three months to two years ahead are deducted.
From 'Proplan', all material requirements information is copied to the software package 'Xelus Parts'
every two weeks as scheduled demand. The forecast changes over time: there is no fully frozen
horizon or frozen horizon for an agreed portion of the planned maintenance (see Sridharan & Berry
1990).

Unplanned maintenance material requirements: repairables & consumables
After the planned information from the software package 'Proplan' becomes available for LLC
('Landelijk Logistiek Centrum' =logistics department), forecasted demand for all unplanned material
requirements is added. A separate data stream concerning the highest level main parts and repairables
is send to the CBT, where demand for lower level consumables and repairables (needed for the repair
for higher level parts) is forecasted. CBT controls the lower level parts themselves.
LLC makes forecasts for unplanned material requirements with the use of 'Xelus Parts'. For the OB
and TC, 'Xelus Parts' determines the best forecasting method based on a single item approach. A
multi item approach might be beneficial, depending on the content of the performance contracts with
the customer. However, since it is not entirely clear which parts are used in which trains, and parts
may be used on various trains, a single item approach is more beneficial. Note that effects of different
forecasted methods may be large: Zhao & Lee (1992) argue that as demand variations increase,
forecasting errors increase, as well as total costs, while service levels decrease. Thus the selection of
the forecasting method has a significant impact on system performance. Currently, four forecasting
methods are used:

Level models:

Trend model:

Weighted average
Moving average
Single Exponential Smoothing
Double Exponential Smoothing

(WA)
(MA)
(SES)
(DES)
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Next to these, around ten others are available for use, but are not used. At NedTrain, it is believed that
demand is quite intermittent (demand with many zero values). In the literature it is stated that for
forecasting intermittent demand mostly single exponential smoothing and 'mean time between repair'
values are used, while quite a few studies state that Croston's method (Croston 1972) is superior
(Johnston & Boylan 1996; Willemain et al. 1994) and that SES can lead to excessive stock (Croston
1972). Also, Ghobbar & Friend (2003) show that SES and MTBR do not offer reliable forecasts, while
weighted moving average, Croston and Holt make the best forecasts.

To measure the forecast error, the MSE (Mean Square Error) (Silver et al. 1998, p. 109) is calculated,
and based on this value an executive method is stated. Remarkable is that the evaluation of forecasting
methods is based on summed demand over all locations that fall within the red circles of the figure at
the beginning of this section, and the expected forecasting error is calculated over the pattern of total
demand. The lowest MSE determines which method is superior on these highest level data, and the
respective forecasting method is then used on the demand pattern on location level. This is clarified by
the example in table 3.

Part xxx t=1 t=2 t=3 t=4 t=5 t=6 t=7
OB I 0 0 0 5 0 IO 0
OB2 4 0 0 0 IO 0 0
OB3 I 0 I 0 4 0 8
Total Demand 5 0 1 5 14 10 8

One can see that in case the
forecasting method is chosen
based on total demand, it
may not be suited to forecast
demand at the OB's.
Forecasts and forecasting
errors are updated monthly. Table 3: Example summed demand patterns
For the SB, a multi item approach is taken. Since the demand at the SB is very small compared to the
demand at the OB, the SB is left out of scope from now on.

Planning
Distinction is made between planned and unplanned maintenance, and planned and unplanned material
requirements. Planned maintenance tasks are all stated in an IV-list against infinite capacity. From
there, tasks are clustered over time in R5 into sets maintenance jobs, still against infinite capacity.
Next, the CMP plans the maintenance against the capacity of an OB. It is not known on which
particular train maintenance will be done in those months, however it is known on what train series.
Knowledge about upcoming cw's is known shorter in advance, but also not less than one year ahead.
The cw projects have an average runtime of nine months. The lifetime of parts is checked frequently in
e.g. quality checks, and in case they change, the maintenance concept and clustering is changed. It is
believed that the planning of maintenance and material requirements lacks quality at NedTrain in the
current situation.

Inventory Control
Within inventory control there are three different methods for the three sorts of parts. Firstly, main
parts are controlled with a predetermined norm for the amount of repaired parts at the OB' s. Every
week the level is communicated to the supplier, who fills the amount up again till the norm. Suppliers
may be internal or external. With respect to internal suppliers: the repair lead times at Haarlem and the
CBT in Tilburg are equal to four weeks.

Unplanned material requirements forecasts for consumables and repairables are handled with 'Xelus
Parts'. With respect to these: different parts have different prices and different demand patterns. To
classify these, material classes are developed, on which parameters for inventory control are based.
The variable x, is equal to average demand per year; i is the price which is classified conform an ABC
analysis (Silver et al. 1998, p. 32).
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Quantity Code
Price Cate~ory 3 2 1 0

A 0<i<80% x>120 0<i<80% 12<x:S; 120 0<i<80% l<x:S; 12 No use
B 80<i<95% x>120 80<i<95% 12<x:S; 120 80<i<95% 1<x:S; 12 No use
C i<95% x>120 i<95% 12<x:S; 120 i<95% l<x:S; 12 No use

Table 4: Material Classes

For planned material requirements, the inventory is deducted 1: 1 from the maintenance planning: a
lot-for-lot strategy (Silver et al. 1998), however not based on actual demand but forecasted demand.

At the OB's and TC's consumables and repairables are controlled with an (s,Q) policy (for
characteristics see De Kok 2002): when the inventory position is equal or smaller to the re-order point,
a fixed quantity is ordered. All calculations are based on the normal distribution, an assumption which
does not suit intermittent demand (Jannsen et al. 1998). At the internal suppliers, repairables are
controlled with so called min-max settings: suppliers may not let decrease the inventory level below
the min, and not increase above the max. Periodic checks are done concerning the inventory level. In
the literature no such models are mentioned; closest is the (R,s,S) model (Silver et al. 1998, p. 240),
however with a non-fixed re-order point and re-order level: there is not a specific trigger to heighten
the inventory. Note that commonly an (s,S) policy is called a min-max policy (Silver et al. 1998, p.
238), however this is not the case here. Normally at the internal suppliers, if there are enough used
repairables, it is tried to always supply to the max level. Inventory parameters (s, Q, min, max) are
updated in 'Xelus Parts' monthly.

2.3 Master Thesis Project

2.3.1 Scope
As stated earlier, the fill rate is high at NedTrain (see section 2.1.3). However, this fill rate is satisfied
with too much inventory, as proved in figure 1. Therefore, the original research question is:

What can be done at NedTrain to lower the inventory, but maintain the high availability ofparts?

Processes at NedTrain are different for planned and unplanned material requests, and planned and
unplanned maintenance; therefore a separation is made. In appendix B, a cause and effect diagram is
stated with possible influences of the high inventory. Based on this figure, feasibility, scientific level,
and possible results, the scope is determined. The goal of this thesis is to improve forecasts and
inventory policies, based on as well historical data, as maintenance planning. The scope of the project
is based on the following research questions:

RQl

RQ2

Are there other combinations of forecasting method and inventory policy for
unplanned material requirements that suit demand patterns at NedTrain better, so that
the high fill rate is maintained, but inventory decreases?
What opportunities can be used to improve planned material requirements, or counter
uncertainties in planned material requirements?

Two parts can thus be identified: test forecasting methods and inventory policies for unplanned
material requirements; and provide a forecast-inventory policy for planned material requirements,
based on maintenance planning data. The first part will only account for repairables and consumables,
because of the support and possibilities of 'Xelus Parts'. For both the directions, the influence on
inventory is most important. Aspects that will not fall within the scope are:

Content of maintenance protocols/ jobs for unplanned and planned material requirements:
derived demand, deducted from maintenance protocols, may be different from actual demand
(e.g. it is stated to replace a filling of the pen when empty, but in reality the whole pen is
replaced, see figure 6). A study on maintenance protocols and policies involves much
communication, creating awareness, etc. However I believe that such a project would benefit
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the organization and lower inventory, it might be better realizable for internal employees.
Thus actual demand is analyzed, not the demand as stated in protocols: 'the way is should be
repaired' .

Figure 6: Demand & Derived Demand

Main parts will not be taken into account in the analysis of unplanned maintenance, due to the
lack of software and controllability
Planning of the maintenance activities
Planning of arrival of trains at the production facility

A further delineation is made in the amount of data. For the analysis it is chosen to comprise the
material series 'ICR' in the scope, which consists of around 225 carriers (of the total 2900 carriers),
because this series recently (= 2004) had an overhaul, and will be used in this design until at least
2015. The ICR is expected to be representative for all train series, however tests concerning this will
be performed later. Also, people that work with the ICR are committed, are open to change, and
believe in a valuable forecast. Also, the historical data of ICR are not biased by seasonal trends due to
less use of trains in summer periods e.g.

2.3.2 Previous research
There were attempts in the past to enrich the available historical demand information with actual
insights. Also a so called "voorraadbeheerder klantvraag"-planner (a planner who had to incorporate
the latest insights and changes in the final planning) was introduced but it appeared not to be effective.
Reasons were an underestimation of the complexity of forecasting, commitment of management and
not monitoring the quality of forecasting as a KPI. There was no accountability and no continuous
improvement process.

2.3.3 Objectives
The project should result among others in a description of the current state and a description of the
future state, a definition of a selection of materials/ components, a set-up for an adaptive forecasting
process for as well historical based forecasts as well as maintenance planning based forecasts, a worth
full translation of the forecast to inventory, an introduction of related key performance indicators of
forecasting quality, a set-up for an effective organization and implementation of this process, and
recommendations for further investigation.

2.3.4 Stakeholders
Distinction has to be made between the re-design for planned material requirements, and the re-design
for unplanned material requirements. Stakeholders are important for the implementation of the re
design. In this section, the stakeholders will only be mentioned, in chapter 6, their roles will be
elaborated on. For unplanned material requirements, important stakeholders are the purchasing
planners, who work with 'Xelus Parts' and the forecasting heuristics. For similar reason, inventory
managers at the locations are important. If additions in 'Xelus Parts' are needed, consultants are
important stakeholders, since the software is theirs. As always, higher management should support the
process and support implementation.

For planned material requirements, MSM is an important stakeholder, since they 'manage' the
different train series, they should support the earlier (and possibly more risk full) decision making.
Also, information comes from ISM, what makes them a stakeholder with respect to the quality of
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infonnation. The CMP's at the locations need to plan the work, and thus might work with the
infonnation. Also the purchasing planners from the LLC, who purchase parts, are involved. Higher
management again should support the process and support implementation.

Report Composition
Analysis Re-Design Implementation Conclusion Recommendations
Deliverables Deliverables Deliverables Deliverables In the categories:
- Opportunities for re-desigr - Re-Desig~ - Implernentation Pla~ - Conclusion for planned & - General
- Research Questions - Results unplanned material - Planned Material

requirements Requirements
Means: Means: Taking into account - Unplanned Material
- Quantitative & qualitative - (Simulation) models - Involvement 01 Requirements
analysis - Hypotheses stakeholders

- Resistance
-Time
- Costs
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Concluding, it seems that the only infonnation which is not used, but might be beneficial for material
requirements planning, is the forecasted Plan Tenn for long tenn maintained parts. This might be
beneficial since lead times can be too long, compared to the time before repair due the MT is known
(e.g. the lead time is 9 months, and the MT is only known 7 months before repair due).

3.1.2 Planning Quality
In this section, the quality of the material requirements planning is determined. Possible influences on
the quality are identified, and evaluated with respect to the re-design direction.

When a maintenance worker takes a part out of inventory at an OB, it has to be booked planned, or
booked unplanned. In the first analysis, it is checked how this is correlated to the planning of material
requirements. Thus e.g., how many parts are booked planned, but do not occur in the planning? These
kind of questions can be asked concerning the total amount of parts (thus 10 times part A and 20 times
part B, is in total 30 parts), or the amount of different parts (thus 10 times part A and 20 times part B,
is in total 2 different parts). Thus values in the third line of table 5 increases, in case a part is not in the
planning, but the parts are booked planned. A data set is used containing the planning in 2007 for the
train series ICR. It is maintained at Amsterdam and Maastricht, and the analysis is perfonned
separately for these locations to remove the bias of different locations/ workers. In the table below,
different aspects are analyzed concerning whether parts are booked planned, and! or occur in planning.

Measure Amsterdam Maastricht
# different parts in planning 106 143
# different parts booked planned 129 203
# different parts booked planned, but not in planning 58 (45%) 100 (49%)
# different parts in planning, but not booked planned 35 (33%) 40 (28%)
(amount of parts booked planned & in planning)/ (planning) 103% 10%
(amount booked planned & in planning)/(booked planned) 86% 91%
The following is done with parts >5 € ---------
(amount of parts booked planned & in planning)/ (planning) 66% 23%
(amount booked planned & in planning)/(booked planned) 99% 99%

Table 5: Planning quality: Maastricht & Amsterdam

Interesting is that the amount of different parts in the planning is not equal to the amount of parts
where planned bookings are perfonned on. This accounts for both locations. However, when analyzing
the total amount of parts projected in the planning, and booked planned, Maastricht scores
significantly worse than Amsterdam. This can be due to the inclusion of parts with a value < € 5,
which shouldn't be planned confonn the current policies. Also, the percentage booked planned in
planning of Amsterdam decreases, while the rate of Maastricht increases. Amsterdam scores however
still significantly better with 66% over 23%. A conclusion is that the articles with a value < € 5 are not
dealt with properly: some are present in the planning, some not, and some are booked planned, some
not. There is no clear structure to be found and a project team is currently busy setting up a system for
these items, thus they are left out of further analyses. Because of the possible difference in
perfonnance, further analyses are done for Maastricht and Amsterdam separately.

Secondly, question rises about the quality of planning per part, with respect the amount of planning vs.
parts booked planned. Thus, the deviation between reality and planning is to be analyzed. Several
aspects are taken into account:

Analyses are done based per article, per location per month
Locations: Amsterdam and Maastricht
Period unity: month; because planning is per month. Per three months moving; to determine whether
work is done later in time or not at all
Demand quantity classification: three demand classes are acknowledged: if x is the total demand per
year, Ql (Quantity 1): the subgroup defined with 1~x~ 12, Q2 with 12<x~ 120, and Q3 with
x> 120. The amount of parts is stated in the upper left corner
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(3.1)

(3.2)

Measures of variability: Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE; Silver et al. 1998, p. 110) is not
used, because of the zero values in the data set. MAPE cannot cope with these values, since it is a
method based on percentages. Both Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD; Silver et al. 1998, p. 110) and
Mean Square Error (MSE; Silver et al. 1998, p. 109) are used. To gain more insight in the
deviations.

1 n A 2

MSE =- L (Xt - Xt-I,t )

n 1=1

1 n I A IMAD =- L XI - Xt-I,I

n t=1

, where n amount of periods
observed demand in period t

XI-I,t the planned demand, made in period t-I, for period t
Quartiles, median and overall mean are given of the variability measures, which are calculated for
2007 for each part. This to gain more insight in the distribution of the deviation values. The
'minimum MSE' is thus the smallest MSE of a part in that demand class based on requirements in
2007. The 'mean MSE' is the average of all the MSE's of parts in that particular demand class. The
percentage at the bottom of each table is the average MAD divided by the average demand per part,
per month in a respective class.
To be able to compare the results of the monthly base and the three months moving, the deviation is
calculated per month for all methods. E.g. the calculated MAD for three months moving for an
article is divided by three months.

In table 6, an example of the results of
deviation between the parts in planning in
ProPlan and the true material request booked
planned on these parts is stated for Amsterdam
and Maastricht. The rest of the tables can be
found in appendix C.

Amsterdam Monthly Three monthly
Q1, 11 art. MAD MSE MAD MSE
Minimum 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,0
Ist quartile 0,3 0,5 0,3 0,2
Median 0,8 1,3 0,5 0,4
3rd quartile 0,8 1,7 0,8 1,3
Maximum 1,0 4,2 1,1 3,3
Mean 0,6 1,4 0,5 0,9
% of mean
demand 4 93% 216% 83% 144%

Table 6: Planning quality statistics A'dam, Ql

The percentage in the last line of each table gives a proper view of the deviation with respect to
average demand per month. The smallest percentage deviation per month is 42%, and the largest is
117%, for the MAD. However, this analysis shows only the quality of the most recent planning (every
two weeks the planning is updated, thus the revised planning is each time communicated). A separate
analysis has to be done concerning the quality of planning over time. In figure 7, the total amount of
parts forecasted to be needed to be revised at the component factory in Tilburg (CBT) is stated. In
other words: every month the need for capacity in terms of amount of parts to be revised is set out over
time. There seem to be large fluctuations, e.g.: in September '07, it is forecasted that in April '08 1500
parts need to be revised. In November '07, the forecast for April is 2800; in January '08 it is 3200; and
the final need in April '08 is 3500 parts.

4 These values are calculated by dividing the mean of the respective variability measure by the average demand
per month
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3. Planned Material Requirements
In this chapter, the analysis phase and the re-design concerning planned material requirements are
elaborated on.

3. 1 Analysis Phase
The goal of this phase it to find opportunities to improve processes, as input for the re-design phase.
Currently, a material requirements planning for around two years is delivered in the software package
'ProPlan', however most of the planners plan only several months ahead. Three consecutive software
packages are used to form a planning. These will be elaborated on first, to find out whether
improvements can be made or information can be used. Next, quantitative analyses are done with
respect to the quality of the planning, and planning policies are handled. Last, a direction for re-design
is formulated, based on the conclusions from the analyses.

3.1.1 Software Packages & Information
IV lists
IV ('InVentory') lists, are lists contaInIng
information for every part in a train series. All parts
that 'matter' are stated and coded in the IV lists _~_~:_ ---'----------'--.-~I (oi~~8) P-1'---_Ll_C_
(e.g. nuts & bolts are excluded). Each part is either condition based, or failure based, or time based
maintained. Failure based maintained parts are handled with unplanned maintenance fully. For time
based maintained parts that are categorized in the compulsory services or short cyclical maintenance,
the life time is stated. For long term time based maintained parts more information is stored
concerning life times and repair due date, which is not used for material requirements planning. For
these parts, lifetime research is done periodically. A PT (plan term) is forecasted, which is the
forecasted due date for repair. A VTMT (temporary technical maximum term) is stated, which is the
next time lifetime research is done. Every lifetime check, the PT 'updated', and the next VTMT is
stated. At the last lifetime check before repair, the engineers state a maximum lifetime (MT:
Maximum Term). Only in case this MT is specified, the information is used in the next software
package. Not only new parts have VTMT's and PT's, also revised! partly repaired parts have different
wear characteristics and thus a plan term in stead of a fixed maximum term. Thus, the PT is not used
further, but use may benefit availability of parts. Quality cannot be determined, however from
interviews seems that the PT can be used.

LtC

,

·1 eMP H:--'-------------'-- (OB&Se:

'---

RS
In the software package R5, all periodic
maintenance is stated in a time-based! distance- '~.

based frame against infinite capacity. Based on the MSW

value reached first, thus 72.000 km or 108 days, the respective train comes in for service on parts. The
time in days and distance in kilometers are kept up to date in R5 automatically. Long term
maintenance parts are not stated in R5, until the maintenance engineers decide on the MT.

LLC

ProPlan
In the software tool Proplan, capacities of OB's are
filled with planned and unplanned maintenance. ISM I eMP Hi
For unplanned maintenance a buffer is dedicated M~. • (08&S8

'------"

(e.g. 80% of human capacity per day). On top of that, capacity is filled with planned maintenance.
Periodic maintenance is planned in, and long term maintained parts are planned based on the
maximum term. Long term maintenance parts material requirements are tried to plan in 20 weeks
before due. This is however dependent on whether the MT is stated yet in the IV list, since lifetime
research might be performed not conform planning. Also, this may interfere with supplier lead times,
which tend to be long.
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Figure 7: Forecast over time CBT

Influences on Planning
Now the quality of the planning is detennined, the influences on this planning need to be specified. It
needs to be evaluated which influences possibly can be countered by means of are-design.
All possible influences are identified and related to each other in the Ishikawa diagram in figure 8.
The influences are declared below and referred to by their numbers in the Ishikawa diagram (Ishikawa
1986). However first, the concept of re-planning is handled separately, because more of the influences
cause this concept.

Replanning: work is postponed to the next period, so that inventory is held that was not needed. The
not-perfonned maintenance is replanned, however the figures for the past period cannot be adjusted,
so that it looks as if more parts are needed. When e.g. 10 items should be replaced, but 5 are actually
replaced, 5 items remain to be done later. These 5 items are again stated in a planning. The planning
thus shows that 5 items more are needed than in reality. Zhoa & Lee (1992) state that the more
replanning is done, the higher inventory costs and planning instability is, and the lower the customer
delivery perfonnance.

Emmal Influences Software

2. One-time maintenanot -----to\- \4---4. ProPlan=capacitie.l

\4---3. Arrivals of trains
1. Life cycle plan -----to\- \4---7. ProPI." vs. Xelu!i

12. < €6 parto

14---13. Construction modifications
11. Needs communication

9. EBK'. ---.{
7. Planning ---..'

6. Booked pllInned vs. unplanned ---..'

----------~----..1----~--------"'--~-_+lPlanningUncertainty

Protocols Maintenance. Parts Handling

Figure 8: Ishikawa diagram planning uncertainty

1. Life cycle plan: this plan states how many of the trains are used, when a refurbishment is
needed, and when it is disposed. It is made by the owner of the trains and can be changed
instantly

2. The original owner of the train, can request for sudden one-time maintenance actions to
improve parts. If this happens on the short tenn, replanning occurs due to the interference

3. Arrivals of train: arrivals of trains are not constant. They should come in every 108 days or
72.000 km, however in reality this differs (see appendix D)

4. ProPIan is more a capacity tool, than a tool pointed at material requirements. Material
requirements are more handled as a compulsory boundary condition
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5. Communication ProPlan - Xelus: ProPlan works on a four weekly base, Xelus on a monthly
base

6. If parts are needed, they can be booked planned, or unplanned. Protocols thus seem to be
unclear, what affects outcomes of quality measures

7. Some planners seem to plan major workloads in the first month, only to check whether the
component factories are able to satisfy future demand

8. Long term maintenance can suddenly occur in R5, e.g. when the part received the MT too late.
The consequence is replanning, because the maintenance will have to be done before due. The
approval of the MT can take valuable time.

9. EBK: if a train comes in unplanned for service, and the buffer for unplanned maintenance is
exceeded, planned work might be postponed. Replanning is the consequence

10. Small total amounts of repairables & main parts in the supply chain: if there are e.g. only
twelve respective repairables, and ten of the parts are always used in trains, there are only two
spares. Not taking this into account in planning causes, replanning

11. Communication between OB' s-CBT-purchasing: e.g. how much of a series is maintained
where, with respect to need for material

12. There is no uniform protocol how to handle materials like bolts, nuts, nails etc (items < € 5).
When these are stated in the planning, with thousands per month, and not booked planned
when used, major deviations are the consequence

13. Construction modifications may be planned on a location, however they may be cancelled, or
done on another location. Such a shift in work can cause replanning

3.1.3 Inventory Policies
Currently, one way inventory is deducted, is 1:1 (Lot-for-Lot; Silver et al. 1998, p. 214, however
based on forecasted demand) from the forecasted material requirements for planned maintenance. This
policy is not optimal under all of the influences mentioned above. Currently, only one way of coping
with uncertainty is used: material for all trains is placed at the OB the period before the repair has to
be started (one batch). This policy is expected to have a fill rate of 100%, however against high
inventories, and thus high costs. An alternative policy will be developed in the re-design.

3.1.4 Direction for re-design
Concluding, the only information which can be used is the PT of long term maintenance parts. This is
expected to be beneficial for material requirements availability, since lead times of these parts tend to
be long, and often suppliers still have to be found for these parts. This is one of the thirteen identified
influences on the planning quality in the last part of 3.1.2. Further, there are no opportunities to
remove influences, since they are either environmental factors, or a more qualitative approach needs to
be taken, which is not suited for this master thesis project.

In 3.1.3 current inventory policies are stated. It is expected that a L4LF (lot-for-lot based on forecasted
demand) policy has low costs, but also a low performance (fill rate) under uncertainty. In case one
batch is ordered, it is expected to have a very high fill rate, however against very high holding costs.
Since demand for planned material requirements is very uncertain, as proved in 3.1.2, this aspect is
taken into account in the re-design, as well as the use of the PT. The goal of the re-design is to find an
inventory policy which satisfies a target fill rate under minimal costs, for a part with certain
characteristics. In other words, the following should be clear: when to order, how much to order, and
how many times to order.

The PT can thus be used, since all lead times are known, and an estimation can be made for the time is
takes to contract suppliers etc. Based on supply and demand lead times (Hariharan & Zipkin 1995) the
outcomes of the analysis may be used to control the inventory of the long term maintenance parts with
a projected PT.
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3.2 Re-Design
As shown in the analysis phase, the quality of material requirements planning lacks at NedTrain.
Higher level information can be used (plan terms) to benefit planned material requirements. Also, no
measures are taken into account to counter variability in demand. The goal of the re-design is to find
an inventory policy that satisfies the target fill rate against minimal costs, under uncertainty.

3.2.1 Theoretical Framework
A large diversity of influences on forecasting & planning with respect to planned maintenance
material requirements can be distinguished. Hogarth and Makridakis (1981) stated that forecasting is
used to identify sources of uncertainty in the environment. Planning then develops policies which
acknowledge the uncertainty of forecasts, and take this into account; one cannot assume forecast
accuracy. In the analysis phase, one has seen that the accuracy of forecasts is low at NedTrain.

Question rises what measures can be identified to counter the inaccuracy. First, the available
infonnation as input for the forecasts can be improved quantitatively (= more information) and! or
qualitatively (= better information). Note that one should always consider the value of information
when trying to increase forecast accuracy: sometimes it might not be worth the investment to forecast
more accurate. At NedTrain, there is one source of information available for further use (no extra costs
are tied to the availability of the information), namely the PT of long term maintenance tasks. Since
the supply lead time, and the time to purchase the parts (= the time it takes to e.g. find a suitable
supplier/ sign contract! send order/ etcetera) are known, and the plan term of the maintenance tasks is
known, orders for material can be placed when the demand lead time is equal to the supply lead time
added with the time to purchase. Here, demand lead time is defined as the time from a customer's
order until the due date for demand (Hariharan & Zipkin 1995). Information concerning the due date is
in this case the plan term, or if specified, the maximum term. The supply lead time is defined as the
time required to fill one of your own replenishment orders (so the conventional lead time) (Hariharan
& Zipkin 1995).

Second, the accuracy can be accepted and seen as a part of the environment. Wack (1985) stated that
scenario analysis is such a method that accepts the accuracy of forecasts. Hogarth and Makridakis
(1981) also argue that risk profiles and sensitivity analyses (= similar to scenario analysis) should be
used to test robustness of the possible alternative strategies. By means of different scenarios, the
possible benefits of countermeasures can be determined. Next step is thus to define these measures.
Related to this, Enns (2002) mentions five policies, regarding to MPS (master production schedule)
due date performance and customer delivery performance in a make-to-stock environment. This can
partly be compared with environments under scope: maintenance companies who perform
maintenance on planned base, with fixed arrivals for maintenance over time (think of trains, bussed,
airplanes etc.) With these companies, mostly the step where parts are produced (based on the MPS)
will be separated from the step where the parts are used in their functional environment, even if the
companies have internal suppliers. In the, to be formulated, model, only the second step will be taken
into account, thus policies of Enns' analysis (2002) concerning this first step will only be mentioned
but not explained further. Enns' (2002) five polices, including effects, are:

I. Forecasting bias: too low forecasts (too high), cause production orders to be released later
(earlier), than unbiased forecasts. Influence the same as safety stock. Biggs and Campion
(1982) and Lee and Adam (1986) suggested that 'over' forecasting may be beneficial for
performance

2. Shipments: the effect of the difference between due date and shipment is the key here, this can
however not be applied to NedTrain, since no shipments have to be made at time intervals
during a period, but are immediately available for use. Therefore this is not further explored

3. Safety stock: increasing safety stock consequences that production orders are issued relatively
earlier than demand, so that the inventory in finished goods increases. Safety stock will not
have effect on the MPS, but much effect on the customer delivery performance

4. Lot-sizing: this is out of scope for this project, since it is the concern of internal and external
suppliers, a stakeholder whose output is seen as boundary condition
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5. Planned lead times: planned lead time, inflated lead time, or safety lead time is defined by
Whybark and Williams (1976) as 'the difference between the due date for a part, and the
requirement date, as dictated by the next stage of the production process'. Planned lead times
are mostly related to MPS performance. In case planned lead times are such that production
has finished goods ready for future periods.

The results of Enns' (2002) analysis are consistent with the conclusions of Whybark and Williams
(1976): timing uncertainty is best covered by safety lead time, while quantity uncertainty is better
covered by safety stock. In case forecasts for demand are too low, adding safety stock is the best. Main
conclusion is not to use 'over' forecasting, as suggested by other papers. For practice, minimizing
forecast error and controlling timing and demand uncertainty by safety stock and planned lead times
would be best.

As stated in the preliminary investigation, NedTrain does not work with a frozen planning horizon
(that planning may not be changed for the upcoming two months e.g.). With various parameters of
freezing planning, the trade-off between costs and customer delivery service can be investigated (see
a.o. Sridharan & Berry 1990). In case demand is deterministic, a frozen horizon results in lower
instability, lower costs and higher delivery service; however since it seems that under demand
uncertainty, a fully frozen horizon results in higher costs and lower customer delivery service, while
the planning becomes less instable (Zhao & Lee 1992), the use of safety stock and! or planned lead
times is be favorable. It seems however that freezing of a planning/ frequent replanning in
combination with safety stock influence performance (Yano & Carlson 1987), thus freezing (parts of)
planning will be elaborated on later.

When Enns' (2002) theory is applied to the environment currently under scope, the consideration has
to be made whether to include only safety stock, or also include the planned lead time, to cope with
uncertainty. In these environments, the (internal! external) supplier who produces the parts is mostly
separated from the production facility where the parts are placed in their functioning environment.
Since only the second environment is considered, the influence of safety stock and planned lead time
on customer delivery performance only has to be considered (customer delivery performance is here
equal to the fill rate). It seems that this influence is the same, except that with planned lead times,
stock may be available one period sooner than the period with the first forecasted demand.

Concluding, since the effect is the same for planned lead times and safety stock, only safety stock is
taken into account. Two design alternatives are used for placing safety stock: it may be placed in the
period before the period with first forecasted demand, or in the period with first forecasted demand, to
take the influence of demand that occurs earlier than expected into account. It is expected that an
inventory policy with safety stock in the period before first forecasted demand satisfies a target fill rate
against minimal costs.

3.2.2 Planned Material Requirements Model
General Model
A model is to be formulated to find the safety stock, that results in an improved trade-off between
costs and availability, for different scenarios of actual demand. The model is a partly descriptive
(describing the current situation), partly prescriptive (how safety stock should be used) simulation
model, which tests alternatives of current inventory policies and possible future policies, with respect
to actual demand scenarios, and forecasted demand scenarios; where actual demand is not historical
demand, but demand generalized in a model. For a set of safety stock levels for each scenario the
output in costs and fill rate is determined, so that by means of interpolation a figure can be created
which shows the consideration between fill rate and costs. In figure 9, an overview of the model is
given.
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Figure 9: Overview simulation model for planned material requirements

Before the model is explained, several important notifications are made, for the sake of understanding.
First, the goal is to find safety stocks under uncertainty, such that trade-off between costs and
availability is improved as much as possible. The way to find it is by simulation of scenarios, since
demand may deviate from forecasted demand differently per company, and with a simulation a variety
in safety stock levels can be tested. Second, actual demand and (part of the) inventory policies are
based on the forecasted demand, as can be seen in figure 9. Thus, e.g. actual demand is equal to
forecasted demand minus 20%. Third, a train arrives at production every x months for maintenance of
parts (see compulsory maintenance section 2.2.2). Backorders and postponed work e.g. are thus
performed x months later. Fourth, the due date of maintenance is equal to the month in which
maintenance has to start, so that every part can be maintained on time. Fifth, for planned maintenance,
a fixed amount of parts have to be replaced! repaired (e.g. every 20 years 100 times part A in train
series B). Sixth, for each combination of scenarios, 100 runs are done in a simulation.

Input
Part Characteristics
Inputs of the simulation model are characteristics of a part, which needs to be maintained in the future.
First, the total amount of parts that has to be replaced is used as input; second, the price of the part is
needed for cost calculations; third, the target service level for the part; fourth, the lead time must be
known to be able to determine the time to order; and last, the due date of the repair must be known to
be able to construct the forecast and determine inventory policies.

Other Parameters
- Holding costs: a yearly mark-up percentage of 20% is useds

- Ordering costs: per order, an amount of € 50 is used (build up is stated in appendix F)
Note: backorder costs are not taken into account, since the fill rate states performance on backorders

Scenarios
Material Requirement Forecast
There is a fixed total amount of parts that needs to be replaced, thus the amount per period (months)
needs to be forecasted. In the case that maintenance is smoothed over time, the projected amount of
periods over which production is to be smoothed is to be decided on.

S This percentage is calculated by an internal employee
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ActuaL Demand
Based on forecasted demand, scenarios for actual demand are build up. Demand variability and time
variability are used to create scenarios in deviation from forecasted demand (e.g. forecasted demand is
10, variability is -10%, thus actual demand is 9). In the simulation model three scenarios are
distinguished:

o Best Case (BC): to show performance under near-to-optimal conditions
o Average Case (AC): to show performance under conditions in case NedTrain takes away

sources of uncertainty
o Worse Case (WC): to show performance under current case conditions

Note that the absolute worst case is that parts become obsolete, caused by e.g. a construction
modification. All costs for these parts should be added with the construction modification on that part:
these costs are variable.

- Time variability is defined as variability in demand due to the sooner, or later arrival of 'machines'
for compulsory service. In case a part is planned to be maintained! replaced in period t, it may be
demanded sooner (t-I, t-2, etc)/ later (HI, t+2, etc.). This accounts for the irregular 'fixed' arrivals of
machines, and in case parts fail before their due date. Time variability levels are uniformly distributed
(Van Berkum & Di Bucchianico 2004). Intervals are stated below

- Demand variability occurs, when due to external factors (e.g. capacity problems) the planning is not
realized, and work needs to be postponed to x months later. E.g. in case in period I, only 50% of the
maintenance is done, the other 50% will move to the next time these 'machines' are present at the
maintenance point (period 1+x). The 50% is then seen as demand variability. Demand variability
levels have a uniform distribution (Van Berkum & Di Bucchianico 2004)

In BC, intervals for time and demand variations are -10%, 0%, and 10%; for AC this is -40%, -30%, 
20%, 20%, 30%, and 40%; for WC: -70%, -60%, -50%, 50%, 60%, 70%. Time variability has a
negative and a positive value, since demand may occur sooner or later. Variations per period are
randomized in the model for every run, to create different versions within scenarios.

Inventory Policy
Different alternatives are presented for the inventory policy. The first two policies are used currently.
To improve the trade-off fill rate vs. costs, in the third policy the safety stock setting is determined.
- Policy 1: all parts are ordered in one batch and put on stock before the first forecasted demand occurs
(so if over 10 months 200 parts need to be replaced, all 200 parts are put on stock, and then the 10
months of replacing start)
- Policy 2: L4LF: inventory is deducted 1: 1 from the forecasted demand (so if 10 parts a month are
forecasted as demand, every month exactly 10 parts will be on stock).
- Policy 3: equal to policy 2, but including safety stock, where safety stock can be placed in period t-I,
and t, when the first forecasted demand is in period t. For safety stock, levels are used from zero up to
the level so that the fill rate reaches its maximum in every scenario. Enough levels are used to be able
to draw a line between the respective fill rate and costs by means of interpolation.

Output
Based on the model, when to order, how much to order, and when to place how many parts on stock
can be determined. The goal of the model is to find safety stock levels in different scenarios that aim
to ensure target performance against minimal total costs. The KPI's (key performance indicator) of the
system are the costs vs. the availability of parts, a consideration that is also discussed in Enns (2002).
The availability measure can be specified regarding to the situation; at NedTrain, the fill rate will be
used. When the safety stock levels are determined, the due date for repair, and the lead time of a part
are known, all three (logistical) input factors for planning and purchasing are known. As costs need to
be taken into account:

Inventory holding costs, for keeping units on stock
Ordering costs, for each time an order is placed
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Since there is a fixed amount of parts, the total costs for the total amount of parts used to compare the
combinations of scenarios.

For every actual demand scenario, policy 3 will have a higher fill rate than
policy 2, and lower costs than policy I
With respect to costs, it is expected that for every policy/ scenario
combination: WC>AC>BC
A higher safety stock is needed when actual demand has higher fluctuations,
to satisfy a target fill rate
When the fill rate is set out against safety stock, an exponential relation is
expected. The same accounts for the relation between safety stock and fill rate
In case safety stock is placed in the period before forecasted demand, the fill
rate will approach 100% faster

Hypothesis 2

Hypothesis 5

Hypothesis 4

Hypothesis 3

Expectations
A model is formulated to formulate an improved inventory policy. The following expectations are
tested in the model.
Hypothesis I

Assumptions
In the model several general assumptions are made, as well as assumptions that account for NedTrain
only:

General Assumptions
1. Replenishment orders arrive at the beginning of the month
2. Lead times are deterministic, since mostly the variability of lead times are not known (Enns

2002), this is not included in the model. In case this would be included, an extra uncertainty
factor need to be taken into account, and probably parts need to be ordered sooner.

3. In case more parts in 'machines' need to be replaced than there are parts available in a
particular month, backorders occur. The workload that cannot be done in period t, will thus be
moved to period t+x since the machines have to be used again, where x is the amount of
periods in an interval between fixed maintenance times (note that the model is for 'machines'
with fixed arrivals over time)

4. Safety stock can be placed in month t and t-1, in case the first forecasted demand is for month
t. It is assumed that is has no use to start using safety stock from period t+1

5. With respect to inventory holding costs: 'machines' (= trains at NedTrain) enter the
production location evenly over time

6. Normally, when a part is not delivered from the shelf but via a backorder the next period, the
fill rate is 0%. However with fixed arrivals over time, the backorder is delivered x months
later, which leaves the choice whether to take only the first 'demand moment' into account, or
also the second moment x months later. Since normally only the first demand moment is taken
into account, and a biased picture could be caused, it is assumed that only the first demand
moment accounts for the fill rate in the model

Assumptions for NedTrain:
7. The interval between fixed arrivals (= x) is equal to 3 months, thus e.g. train A will enter the

production facility in period 1, period 4, period 7, period 10, etcetera (ignoring time
variability)

8. Regarding to time variability, the maximum amount of months deviation from the month
where demand is forecasted for, is one month, since trains do not seem to enter sooner/ later
than one month from expected moment in time (see appendix D).

9. Demand planning is based on forecasts, and it is forecasted that production is smoothed over
time (=every month an equal amount of trains need the part). The minimum amount of months
for smoothing planning over is three, since all trains have entered the production in no shorter
than that time frame. This assumption is realistic, since most of the planners work this way
currently. Also, it seems that most of the maintenance is smoothed over six months
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Equations
Forecasted demand: the total amount of parts is smoothed over a limited amount of parts, there is a
finite horizon over which maintenance is smoothed:

FDI =PI .# parts, t =1, ,n (3.3)

, with PI

FDI

t=1
# parts

the part (value between 0 and 1) of demand to be done in

period t (equal to lin in case production is forecasted to
be smoothed over time, with n is the amount of months
over which production is smoothed)
forecasted demand in month t
the due date to start with maintenance
total amount of parts needed in n months

Demand Variability: the forecasted demand is multiplied with a percentage to calculate the demand
variability. If in period I demand variability is high, this will have consequences for period 1+x, since
trains tend to arrive every x periods. Note that in case x periods sooner demand variability is positive,
this amount is subtracted from the current period's value:

D var
l
=FD

I
• Dem. var

l
- FD

I
_ x • Dem. v~_x (3.4)

, where the demand variability in month t in amount of parts

input for demand variability in month t, given in

percentages

Time Variability: time variability concerns the earlier or later arrival of trains than the normal three
months interval. It is calculated over forecasted demand + demand variability, since the total amount
of parts to be maintained may not be exceeded. In case the input for time variability is negative,
demand occurs one period sooner; in case this value is positive, demand occurs one period later.

TWf, ={Tl11l?Wf,_I'[~--1 +Dwr,-IJr1{Tl11l?Wf,+I'[~+l +Dwr,+I]rl-Tl11l?Wf,'[~+DWf,] (3.5)

, where Tva~

Time var
l
_ 1

(x,ot
(x,oy

the time variability in month t in amount of parts

input for time variability in month t, given in

percentages
the maximum of x and 0
the minimum of x and 0

Actual Demand: actual demand is the sum of the forecast and the variability's:
AD

I
=FD

I
+ D var

l
+ T var

l
(3.6)

, where AD
I

actual demand in month t

Ordering policy: different from the forecast, the policy when to order how many has to be determined.
It can be equal to the forecasted demand (L4LF), however it can also differ. Note that in case safety
stock is placed, it is added with an order. In case the last order is placed, the safety stock has to be
subtracted, else obsolete stock is created. The safety stock can have a positive index in period 0 or 1,
and a negative index in k

O~_L =P*I'# parts+ss, t=O, ..... , k (3.7)

, where *
PI the part (value between 0 and 1) of the total amount

of parts that is laid on inventory in period t (equal to
11k in case inventory is smoothed, with k is amount
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ss

k-L
L
OPI -L

On Hand Stock

OHS, =[OHSt-l +0F,-L -AD,f
,where OHS

I

of months over which is ordered; if k = 1, one batch
is ordered
safety stock: either + ss in the first period of use, or 
ss in case of the last period with order
the last month in which an order is placed
Lead time
the amount of parts ordered in period t minus the lead
time

(3.8)

on hand stock at the end of period t

(3.9)

holding costs in month t

the holding costs markup percentage/ month
the price of an item in €

Holding costs
Since replenishment orders arrive at the begin of the month (assumption 1) and trains enter the
production facility evenly over time (assumption 7), there are always holding costs in a period in case
a replenishment order arrives. Holding costs are calculated over the average inventory per period.

(OHS I _ 1 + 0F,-L - OHS,)
HC = ·h·p

I 2
,where HC

h
p

Ordering Costs
For each period, where an order is placed for, the ordering costs are equal to fixed ordering costs.

OC {
0 if OF, =0

I t=O, .....,k (3.11)
50 if OF, >0

, where OCI ordering costs for period t

Total Costs
n+4 n

TC=LHC,+LOC,
1:0 1:0

(3.12)

Fill rate: equal to the amount of one minus the amount of backorders divided by the total demand.
Note that the total demand is fixed per part, and that the sum of the backorders goes until n+x+1 since
not satisfied demand in period n will be satisfied not later than period n+x+1 due to time variability
and demand variability.

n+4

L[OHSI _ 1 + OF,-L - AD,r
P2 =l-...:..':-'o'-----n------

LFD,
1:0

(3.13)
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3.2.3 Application to NedTrain & Results
From the N list, it seems that in total +1. 300 long tenn maintenance parts can be identified for only
the ICR train series. Currently, 900 cw's are going to bel being perfonned. Next to these two
categories, other selected categories which are used for planned maintenance may benefit from safety
stock to counter demand uncertainty.

In the simulation model, a scenario analysis is done for one part. Since forecasted demand and actual
demand are based on percentages (see equations 3.3 to 3.6), the results can be generalized for all parts.
The selected part occurs 2 times in each carrier, and in total 100 carriers contain the part (thus in total
200 parts to be maintained); the cost price is set to €2.000. The target fill rate is 97%. Production is
forecasted to be smoothed evenly over 6 months, thus n= 6. For inventory policy 2 & 3, k=6. Since n
and k are 6, forecasted demand per month and proposed inventory per month is 2·10016 ::::: 33 parts
per month.

For the selected safety stock levels 100 runs are perfonned with each randomized variability's within
scenarios of actual demand; results are extrapolated and a improved design is fonnulated based on
these figures. Since for BC, actual demand differs only marginally from forecasted demand, policy 2 is
near to optimal, and policy 3 is thus not simulated. Note that in the optimal situation, actual demand is
equal to forecasted demand (0% variability), and with policy 2, the fill rate is equal to 100%, and the
costs are equal to € 3.350. These values can be used as a benchmark.

Policy 1 Fill rate Total costs
BC Scenario 100% € 18.413
AC Scenario 100% € 18.649
WC Scenario 100% € 18.780

Table 7: Policy 1, fill rate & total costs

Policy 2 Fill rate Total costs
BC Scenario 97,7% € 3.766
AC Scenario 93,1% € 4.812
WC Scenario 86,9% € 5.483

Table 8: Policy 2, fill rate & total costs

In the two tables above, the respective fill rate and costs of policy 1 & 2 are stated. Regarding policy
1, the fill rates are all 100%, since all inventory is present in t=O. Average total costs of 100 runs, are
approximately equal to each other. The slight increase is caused by the higher variability's. In table 13,
the outcomes of policy 2 are stated. The best case scenario is near to optimal, since variability's are 
10% to 10%. The worse case scenario has, as expected, the worst perfonnance: the fill rate declines,
and costs are much higher than in the optimal situation. Also, the costs under policy 1 are five times
higher than in the optimal situation. It is important to note that a trade-off has to be made between
total costs and fill rate. This trade-off is further explored with policy 3. For policy 3, for the AC
scenario & WC scenario, enough safety stock levels were used in the simulation, to be able to create a
line diagram, via interpolation, of costs vs. fill rate, under the respective safety stock levels. In figures
10 & 12 a target fill rate can be found, with the accompanying costs; in the figures 11 & 13 one can
find the respective safety stock level. The original data., which accounts as input for the figures, can be
found in appendix E.
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Figure 10: Fill rate vs. Costs for AC
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Figure 12: Fill rate vs. Costs for WC

Figure 11: Fill rate vs. Safety stock for AC
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Figure 13: Fill rate vs. Safety stock for WC

All lines in all figures increase exponentially (hypothesis 4). As expected, the blue lines in figures 16
& 18 increase faster than the purple line (hypothesis 5). This is due to the fact that time variability
causes demand in t=O, and with the purple line no stock is placed in this period. It seems that the fill
rate cannot increase above +/_ 94% in case of safety stock in t= 1.

Policy 3 has to be compared to policies I & 2 to quantify results. At NedTrain, the target fill rate is
mostly 97%. Policy I satisfies this restriction easily for all cases. Policy 2 only reaches this level when
the demand fluctuation is very low (the best case scenario). The AC scenario and WC scenario only
satisfy the fill rate level in case inventory policy 3 is used. For the AC scenario, a safety stock of 8 is
required, when demand per month is equal to 33 parts; this is equal to +/_ 25% of monthly demand. For
the WC scenario, a safety stock of 18 is needed to satisfy a fill rate of 97%, when demand is equal to
33 parts per month; this is equal to 55% of demand per month.

In case the AC satisfies the target fill rate, the expected costs are € 5.500: less than a third the costs of
policy I, and slightly more expensive than policy 2, which did not satisfy the service level. In case
WC satisfies the service level, the expected costs are € 7.400. This is still less than half the costs of
policy I, and +r 25% higher than policy 2, which by far did not satisfy the target service level.
Hypotheses I, 2, and 3 are thus all confirmed.
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Variation V5. Safety Stock
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Generalization
The simulation with the various scenarios is perfonned for one part only. However this can be
generalized easily. Since the variability's are stated in percentages of demand, and demand is also
based on percentages of a certain fixed amount (see equations 3.3 to 3.6), the results can be
generalized by stating that in case the demand fluctuation is confonn the best case scenario, no safety
stock is needed; in case of the average case scenario, a safety stock of 25% of forecasted monthly
demand is needed (when safety stock in placed in t=O); in case of the worse case scenario, a safety
stock of 55% of the monthly forecasted demand is needed to satisfy a target service level of 97%
(when safety stock is placed in t=O). From the planning quality analysis, it can be concluded that
actual demand uncertainty at NedTrain currently is more or less equal to the worse case scenario. In
case another target service level is wished
for, the accompanying costs and safety
stock can be found similarly. When the
safety stock and the variability of the
examined cases are set out against each
other, figure 14 is the result for several
target fill rates. The relation is close to
linear, however more data point are needed
to specify the exact relation. It can be used
for an approximate safety stock
detennination, when demand uncertainty

changes. Figure 14: Variation vs. safety stock

As already handled earlier shortly, related to the trade-off between costs and fill rate is freezing the
planning. Yano & Carlson (1985) showed that frequent replanning is uneconomical compared to an
inventory policy with safety stock. Currently, in case the forecasted demand deviates from actual
demand, CMP's replan. However, Yano & Carlson (1987) found that increasing the safety stock leads
to lower customer service in case of frequent replanning. Zhoa & Lee (1992) investigated the effect of
a freezing method on costs, planning stability, and delivery service. Order-based freezing resulted
mostly in lower costs than period-based freezing. Since the situation of NedTrain is comparable to the
environments under scope of these articles (uncertain demand, where several 'orders' can be
distinguished), it is recommended that in case inventory control of a part is based on inventory policy
3, the order-based freezing method is used: the orders for the part are frozen and replanning may not
occur.

Note that in case the price of a part becomes lower, the trade-off between placing an order in one batch
and make use of a policy with safety stock becomes more important. In the following equation, the
trade-off between ordering one batch and a policy with safety stock is stated6

• In case the following
accounts, ordering in one batch is preferred:

n n n n

I DC, + I(t.FDr·h. p)~IOCr+ IFDr·h. P
I~ I~ ,~ I~

(3.14)

Note that total expected costs per part are based on forecasts, not actual demand. Also, the inventory
costs are based on average forecasted on hand stock per month. On the left hand side, the total
forecasted costs of ordering one batch are stated. On the right hand side, the total costs for a policy
where every month is ordered are stated. So in case the left hand side is smaller or equal than! to the
right hand side, ordering in one batch is preferred.

6 Note that it is also possible to order in two or more batches. A similar calculation can be done, only the left
hand side changes
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Use ofHigher Level Infonnation
In the re-design, the PT is to be used. Therefore the PT needs to be provided in R5, so that CMP's can
use the information for their planning. From the planning the material requirements are deducted, and
the purchasing planners add the detennined appropriate safety stock. Deliveries should be planned in
case the supply lead time is equal to the demand lead time. In case the order is placed sooner,
unnecessary risks are taken. It is recommended to report a PT different from an MT in R5 and
ProPlan, to ensure in case the purchasing planners wants to place an order for a part with a PT, a
feedback loop is made to the respective CMP that planned the part in and MSM, to check whether the
material requirements are realistic. In case the feedback loop is not made, the risk on obsolete stock
increases.
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4. Unplanned Material Requirements
In this chapter, the analysis phase and the re-design concerning unplanned material requirements are
elaborated on.

4. 1 Analysis Phase
As input for the re-design, the current situation needs to be analyzed. The deliverables of this phase
are to identify processes/ aspects which may be improved, what will end in a direction for re-design.
Where possible, the connection with literature is established. To accomplish these goals, quantitative
and qualitative analyses are performed. Historical demand patterns from 2005, 2006 and 2007 of the
ICR train series are used. Maintenance for this series is performed at Maastricht and Amsterdam. The
data streams are separated to come to a realistic demand pattern view of the articles. Totally, data of
910 articles for Amsterdam is used, and 1244 articles for Maastricht. Note that the nature of these
articles may partly overlap.

In this section first the classification of demand patterns is handled, next the use of a variability
measure is analyzed. The inventory policy is elaborated on in the third part. In the last section, the
direction for re-design, which follows from the various analyses, is stated.

4.1.1 Demand Patterns
Theoretical Background
As stated in the preliminary investigation, four relatively simple methods are used to forecast
unplanned demand. These methods may deliver satisfying results with fast moving demand patterns,
however for items with so-called intermittent or lumpy demand, these methods may not be satisfying
(Croston 1972). Intermittent demand is specified as random demand with a large proportion of zero
values (Silver 1981). At NedTrain, many of such patterns are present, as proved later on.

In the literature, many forecasting methods are presented. Question rises which methods are optimal
for which demand patterns. Williams (1984) and Eaves (2002) tried to solve this problem by posing a
classification scheme for demand patterns. Williams (1984) decomposes the variance of lead time
demand (LTD) into parts of demand interval variability (demand interval = the amount of months
between non-zero demand sizes), demand variability and lead time variability. The underlying
variance partition equation is:

C~TD = ~; + ~~ +C~ (4.1)
L nL

, where Cz is the coefficient of variation for demand size per time unit in case demand occurs, Cn is the
coefficient of variation for demand interval, CL is the coefficient of variation of the lead time, L is the
lead time, n is the demand interval.

c
01
02

c'
AL

A

B

(4.2)
).L).L

Williams (1984) suggests that inter arrival times are
Poisson distributed. He also assumes that lead times are
constant. Equation 4.1 can be rewritten to:

1 C2

C2 - + zLTD --- --

, where). is the amval rate of customers Figure 15: Williams' Categorization

In figure 15, Williams' (1984) categorization is stated: B is slow moving, Dl is intermittent, D2 is
highly intermittent, and A & C are smooth.

Eaves (2002) suggested that transaction variability only is a parameter to decide on smoothness lacks
validity with respect to his data set. He proposed a different scheme, again based on lead time demand.
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A is classified as smooth, B as slow moving, C as erratic,
DI as intermittent, and D2 as highly intermittent.
Boundaries of both classification schemes are declared to
be mostly a management decision. Eaves (2002) used
statistics (median, quartiles) to support this decision.

Figure 16: Eaves Categorization

Two aspects the classifications above don't take into account are demand patterns with very low
demand (very slow movers) and trend data, which should be handled differently. Very slow movers,
defined as parts that have a demand that is ~ 1 per year. These form a separate category, for which a
decision should be made to either stock them, or not stock them (Croston 1974).

Trend data have a changing pattern over time, influencing variances and means, what can bias the
categorization of these particular parts. Therefore, these parts should be clustered in a separate
category, for which a different forecasting method may be used. To find whether demand is stationary
or whether there is a trend in data, a two-sampled t-test can be used, however then both samples have
to be (close to) normally distributed (Hair et al. 2005). Therefore a non-parametric method should be
used: Mann-Whitney U test (Green & Salkind 2003), which tests whether data in one sample are
significantly higher/lower than data in another, thus HO = difference, Hl=same. The test is performed
at a confidence level of 95%.

To shed light on the demand structure at NedTrain, histograms are created showing the average yearly
demand for parts. For the two locations, Amsterdam and Maastricht, three categories of data are
excluded from the analysis, showed in the table below. The articles with a price ~ 5 € are deleted, for
earlier mentioned reasons.
Extreme patterns are patterns which are too extreme to forecast, what might be due to errors ill

registration. The remaining data column is the amount of data still available for analyses.

Amsterdam, # articles Maastricht, # articles
Cateeory In catef?,ory Remaininf?, In catef?,ory Remaininf?,

Original data set 910 910 1244 1244
Price ~ 5 € 72 838 198 1046
Demand ~ 1 per year 506 332 511 535
Trend data 36 296 85 450
Extreme patterns 2 294 7 443

Table 9: Data Composition
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Figure 17: Demand Histogram A'dam
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Figure 18: Demand Histogram M'tricht

A remarkable finding is the amount of very slow movers, respectively 56% and 41 % of all ICR parts
for Amsterdam and Maastricht. The histograms in figure 17 & 18 show that even after deleting the
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very slow movers, there is still a major part of articles with little average demand per year. Note that
for e.g. category' 1-5' accounts that 1< x ::; 5, with x is equal to yearly demand. This accounts for
each category.

To justify a classification scheme for NedTrain first the question should be posed what the outcome of
the analysis should be: how many intennittent demand patterns are present. In contrary with Williams
(1984) and Eaves (2002), lead time demand will not be considered, nor variability's, since they are
expected not to have influence on the to be selected forecasting method. It is expected that quality of
different forecasting methods is influenced by the amount of positive demand times per month over an
interval, and not by the variability during the lead time. Intennittence of a demand pattern is thus
detennined by the average length of an interval between positive demand sizes per month. Difference
in demand sizes is left out of scope. As a second parameter the price of a part is taken, to check
whether there is correlation between the intennittence and price. For price, an ABC-analyses is
perfonned (Silver et al. 1998), with class A is fonned by parts that together are good for 80% of the
total price of parts, class B for 80%-95%, and class C for 95%-100%.

For Amsterdam and Maastricht, figures are stated with as parameters the intennittence and the price
classes. For intennittence, a separation is made between steady demand (= demand with relatively a
large amount of positive demand sizes), and intermittent demand. Demand is here classified as
intennittent is case positive demand sizes occur three times or less per year, thus the average inter
arrival time is four months or more.

In tables 10 & 11, the average prices in the three classes are stated for Amsterdam and Maastricht.
There seems to be a large difference between averages in the A-classes. This is caused by one part of
€15.000 that is used in Maastricht, but not in Amsterdam.

Class Average Price
A € 1006
B € 121
C € 23

Table 10: Prices M'tricht

Class Average Price
A €652
B € 104
C €24

Table 11: Prices A'dam
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Figure 19: Demand Intermittence A'dam Figure 20: Demand Intermittence M'tricht

There is no relationship between the relative amount of intennittent demand parts within price
categories. The price classes can be used for selecting parts for further investigation, since A-parts
may be more interesting to control optimally then C-parts, due to the height of price and holding costs.
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4.1.2 Variability Measure
At NedTrain, the MSE is used to measure the forecasting error of a method. As alternative, MAD and
MAPE are useable. Although all three have their disadvantages, the MSE might be the best option
(Silver et al. 1998). The disadvantages of the MSE are:

I. Extreme reactions on relatively large variances: because the square is taken of deviations, a
large value will also increase quadratic.

2. As all forecast error measures, the MSE handles underestimation the same as overestimation:
a backorder of four parts has the same influence on the MSE as an 'over forecast' of four
parts. In case the MSE is used as a evaluation criteria for the performance of the method
(method with the lowest forecast error is selected), this disadvantage might bias the choice.
This will be elaborated on later.

4.1.3 Inventory Policy
Currently an (s,Q) policy is used at NedTrain, based on the assumption that demand is normally
distributed. In section 4.1.1 this assumption was tested: most demand patterns are not normally
distributed. Several others options are available, such as Gamma distributions, Poisson processes,
etcetera. Also undershoot might be considered in a model. However from the data seems that if
demand occurs on a day, it is equal to one in most cases, thus taking undershoot into account is not
expected to be beneficial.

As stated in the preliminary investigation, stock can be held at the RDC and at the OB's and TC's,
making it a multi echelon situation. Currently however, forecasts for unplanned material requirements
are based on OB-level, not on RDC-level. Fill rates are not attained by multi echelon inventory
calculation, but by single echelon calculation. However, since NedTrain aims at a high fill rate, thus
orders satisfied directly from on hand stock, and transshipments between locations do not account for
this rate, single echelon calculations are the best way to control inventory currently at the OB's.

4.1.4 Direction for Re-Design
From the analysis appears that a large amount of parts have intermittent demand patterns. From the
literature seems that demand for these patterns may not be forecasted well by the methods that are
used at NedTrain currently. There is a large variety in scientific research available with respect to
forecasting methods for intermittent demand. Croston (1972) developed the first method pointed at
forecasting intermittent demand. Syntetos and Boylan (2001) developed an adjusted version of
Croston's method, called the approximation method. Syntetos and Boylan (2005) found that, with a
forecast error based on the RGMSE (relati ve geometric mean square error) measure, the
approximation method outperforms SES, MA, and Croston's method. Eaves and Kingsman (2004)
compare the performance of Croston, MA, SES, previous year average, and the approximation
method. Measured with the MSE, MAPE, and MAD, the results were inconclusive. However when
measured with implied stock holdings (see Wemmerlov 1989), the approximation method
outperformed all others. Syntetos et al. (2005) determine border values between EWMA
(exponentially weighted moving average), Croston and the approximation method based on MSE
equation comparisons. It seemed that in case CV2<0,49 (CV: coefficient of variation of demand sizes)
and p< 1.32 (p: the average interval between positive demand sizes), Croston's method should be used,
and in all others cases the approximation method. A different method is analyzed by Willemain et al.
(2004): bootstrapping. They compared bootstrapping with SES and Croston, and concluded that
bootstrapping was the most accurate forecasting method for lead time demand, however the quality
decreased in case of longer lead times. Last, Vereecke and Verstraeten (1994) compared a package
Poisson method's performance with theoretical re-order levels, where the package Poisson provided
'satisfying' results.

Besides the selection of forecasting method, a different demand distribution is to be specified for the
inventory policy at NedTrain, since the normality assumption does not hold for most demand patterns.
Based on the historical demand patterns at NedTrain, the best suited distribution is to be specified.
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From the analysis phase, the following research questions can be formulated:
Research question 1 Which forecasting methods should be used at NedTrain?
Research question 2 Which distribution fits the demand patterns better than the

normal distribution?
Research question 3 Which combination of forecasting method and demand

distribution results in lower costs and a similar availability (for a
certain class of demand patterns)?

Since optimal inventory parameters should be specified for the OB's separate from each other, only
demand patterns at Maastricht of the ICR train series will be considered. The results can be
extrapolated to other locations and train series.

4.2 Re-Design
The goal of the re-design is to find other forecasting methods and inventory policies that suit the
demand patterns at NedTrain better, what results in lower costs and an equally high fill rate.
Hypotheses are stated during the section, and intended results are to find better combination(s)
between a forecasting method and an inventory policy, whether or not for separate classes of demand
patterns.

4.2.1 Model for Unplanned Material Requirements
For unplanned maintenance material requirements, a deterministic simulation model (a simulation
based on historical data) is formulated to investigate the influence of a forecasting method, the
variance determination! forecast error, and the demand distribution concerning the inventory policy,
on the average inventory, average inventory holding costs, and realized fill rate. Several input and
output data are to be considered, as stated in the figure below.

,---- ~ ~
Forecasting Methods MSE Forecast: Y'-IJ Average Inventory

--- • Moving AveragE - Regular
s,C Inventory Policy: Realized fill ratE

- Normal Approximatior
• Croslon's Methoc - Demand only

~~~~C8St $lSi - Compound Poisaon Total yearly holding costl:
- Approximation Methoc

i

-Historical Demand, II

Order costs, A
Iny. Carrying charge,. Target fill rate,~_

Cost price, v I"

Lead rme, L

Figure 21: Forecasting & Inventory model unplanned material requirements

Forecasting Methods
First, 36 months historical data of the ICR series in Maastricht enter the 'forecasting methods' box.
Three forecasting methods will be used:
- Croston's method (based on Croston 1972): in the software package Xelus Parts, since only

Croston's method is available from the earlier mentioned methods to forecast intermittent demand
more accurate, Croston's method will be analyzed

- Approximation method (based on Syntetos and Boylan 2001): the approximation method is a
relatively new method that is handled quite extensive in the literature, with seemingly accurate
results. Therefore also the approximation method is included. The bootstrapping method is described
less extensively, and are not proven to be better (or worse) than the approximation method. Since for
such a method a different sort of software package is needed at NedTrain, it will not be comprised in
the analysis. It will be handled in the recommendations however.

- Moving average (based on Silver et al. 1998): since most demand for spare parts is currently
forecasted with a moving average, the above selected methods will be compared to a MA, with
respect to the final output: average inventory and fill rate.
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During the writing of this paper, an article concerning the control of parts with intermittent demand
occurred in the literature (Syntetos et aI. 2(08). They constructed a method where lead times are taken
into account: in case the lead time + one review period is shorter than the average demand interval,
there is no need to order immediately in case demand occurs (note that periodic control is used). At
NedTrain, a large amount of parts can be identified with these characteristics. Syntetos et al. (2008)
conclude that savings of 14% to 22% can be gained compared to other methods, in case this method is
used. In the recommendations, this will be mentioned again.

Outputs from the 'forecasting box' are the expected demand per month, and the mean square error of
the forecasting method. The variance of demand per month is expressed in the MSE. The MSE is
calculated in two different ways:

A 12 month average of monthly MSE's
Updated only in case demand occurs, conform Croston (1972)

For moving average, both ways are applied, since the first method is used currently and the second
might be more satisfying. For Croston's method and the approximation method, the second is applied,
since it is programmed for Croston in Xelus and suggested by Croston (1972).

Lead time demand (needed for inventory parameters) will be determined by forecasting demand per
period and multiplying this by the lead time. Since first the forecast for demand per period is made,
and next the variance of demand per period is determined, these steps are separated in the section
where equations are handled. Updates of demand per period and forecasting error will be made every
month for all methods.

Inventory Control
The output parameters of the forecasting methods account as input for the 'inventory policy box', As
inventory policy, an (s,Q) policy is currently used at NedTrain, therefore in the re-design, this policy is
used to base formulas on. The order quantity Q will be determined by the Economic Order Quantity
(Silver et al. 1998; p. 154). Also other methods can be used, such as lot-for-Iot and periodic order
quantity, however EOQ delivers satisfying results (Zheng 1992; Axsater 1996). Several other input
parameters are needed, namely the ordering costs, inventory carrying charge, and unit variable costs to
determine the economic order quantity; and the lead times and target service degree to determine the
inventory parameters.

In Xelus Parts, parameter settings are determined under the assumption that demand is normally
distributed. As stated earlier in section 4. 1.1, demand does not seem to be normally distributed for
most parts. Several alternative methods for intermittent demand are mentioned in the literature.
Dunsmuir & Snyder (1989) constructed a Compound Bernoulli Process, with gamma distributed
positive lead time demand, especially for intermittent demand, but also useable for other demand
patterns. Janssen et aI. (1998) extended this method, taking into account periodic review and
undershoot. For these methods, lead time demand should be (approximately) gamma distributed, in
case demand occurs. Second, a Poisson distribution may be used. A common assumption in inventory
models is that cumulative demand can be modelled by a non-decreasing stochastic process with
stationary and mutually independent increments. Such a process can be represented as a limit of an
appropriate sequence of Compound Poisson processes (Axsater 2000). A Compound Poisson process
is build up from several Poisson processes. The characteristics of a Poisson distribution can be found
in Van Berkum and Di Bucchanico (2004). For the compound part, either a distribution for demand
can be assumed, or it is assumed that demand is constant. A Compound Poisson process assumes that
inter arrival times are exponentially distributed. The distribution of demand also is to be tested. In the
analysis-phase, it is already shown that a large amount of parts have low and infrequent demand. For
most of the parts, the variance of demand is quite low. In case positive demand sizes are not constant,
the Compound Bernoulli Process is favoured, since then the gamma distribution may be fitted,
however since this is not the case, the Compound Poisson is selected. It has to be noted that inter
arrival times should be exponentially distributed; this cannot be tested adequately, due to the lack of
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data en5 data points are needed). Also, based on the data is decided that constant lead time demand
can be assumed.
Summarized, two methods are used for inventory control:

An s,Q model based on a normal distribution
An s,Q model based on a Compound Poisson process

One should notice that when building a model with these two distributions, a safety stock is made use
of to cope with uncertainties of the respective distribution. The safety stock however does not buffer
for the possibility that the demand pattern may not fit the distribution. For a set of demand patterns,
the best suited method should therefore be selected, as is done here with the Compound Poisson
process.

The outputs of the 'inventory policy box' are the true average inventory and respective costs, and the
realized fill rate. The realized inventory, costs and fill rate will be based on forecasts for month 25 till
36. The first 24 months will be used for initialization of forecasting methods and inventory policies.
To come to comparable numbers, an assumption must be done concerning the starting point with
respect to inventory position and net stock on the shelf.

In total, seven combinations of forecasting method - forecast error calculation - demand distribution
are examined in the simulation model. The combination of moving average, with a MSE over 12
months, and a normality assumption is currently used. The most important expectations are:

Hypothesis 1

Hypothesis 2

Hypothesis 3

Croston & approximation perform under lower costs under the normal
distribution, compared to moving average. The fill rate of Croston is however
expected lower, while approximation is expected to perform similar to
moving average
All methods are expected to perform at lower costs, and equal fill rates in case
the respective methods are used in combination with the Compound Poisson.
A correlation is expected between the mean interval between demand, and the
relative performance of methods

AVerllgclnVo.'fllory
Realized nil rate
ow yeary

holdingCOSl!

Below, all of the equations, variables, and parameters are handled. First the forecasting methods will
be explained, next the variability measure, and last the inventory policies. With a new subject, a small
version of figure 21 is stated in the comer to provide overview.

Forecasting Methods
As stated above, two output parameters arise
from the forecasting methods: forecasted
demand per month, and forecasted variance of
demand per period. I

With every method, the steps to forecast demand per period are explained. After the three methods, it
will be explained how the variance of demand per period is determined.

Moving Average
According to Silver et al. (1998, p. 87), MA can be written as:

AMA

YI,I+] = (XI + XI_I + x l _ 2 +... +X1_ N+1 ) / N (4.3)

, where Yt,1+1

N

Moving Average forecast made in period t for period t+ I

actual historical demand in period t

amount of months under scope
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With MA, a 12 month average in period t is taken as a forecast for period 1+1. This is done on a
'rolling' base: in period 13, period 1 to 12 are taken into account; in period 26, period 12 to 25 are
taken into account.

Croston's Method
Croston (1972) formulated a model for intermittent demand. Separate forecasts are made for demand
size and demand interval. With respect to demand interval, demand is assumed to occur as a Bernoulli
process. Demand sizes are updated by means of exponential smoothing. The underlying demand
pattern is:

x,=bl(z,,_I+e,,), (4.4)

, where

z"

demand for period t

the non zero forecasted demand of the process, which is

exponentially smoothed
index to the serial number of non-zero demands

the error, assumed to be normally distributed with e - N (0, (Y2 )

chance parameter, with a Bernoulli distribution

{
l,

b=
I 0,

probability(1/ p)

probability(1-1/ p)
(4.5)

, where P
lip

average interval between positive demand sizes, in time units

chance on positive demand in a period

z" is the non-zero observation of the process, which is exponentially smoothed:

z~ = a .XI +(1- a) .z~-l (4.6)

, where a the smoothing factor for the estimates. The value of a may be
based on past data or experience

Updating Procedure
To use Croston's method in a simulation, an updating procedure has to be formulated. The needed
output from the forecasting method is, as stated earlier, forecasted demand per period. The Bernoulli
process will then not be performed, but only its parameter will be used to determine the demand per
period.

In the simulation model, every period an updating procedure is triggered:

e" =XI - Z,,-1

z" = Z"-l+ae,,

P" = p,,_,(1-a)+aq ,
A CS

y = z,,/ P,
1,1+1

q=l

q =q+l, XI =0

(4.7)
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, where
Y1,I+I

PT/
q

in period t expected demand per period from t+ 1 on (CS=

Croston's method)

the estimated chance7 on demand in period 77
current amount of months after last demand

This means, that in case the true demand, x" is non-zero, the following parameters and variables will
be updated:

error: by subtracting the forecasted non-zero demand value from the actual demand
non-zero forecast: by adding the smoothed error with the old forecasted non-zero demand
value
demand interval: by smoothing the old estimation and the current demand interval
demand per period forecast: by dividing the non zero forecast with the demand interval
setting q to 1

In case there is no demand, XI = 0, only q will be increased with 1.

This way, every time demand occurs, demand interval and demand size are updated, and forecasts for
demand per period are provided.

Approximation Method
The approximation method is a modified Croston, developed by Syntetos and Boylan (2001). These
authors found a theoretical mistake in Croston's method. Croston formulated a model to forecast
demand per period with separate forecasts for demand interval and demand size. Assuming
independent order sizes and interval, the expectation of demand per period is equal to:

E(;)~ E(z)E( ~ ). (48)

, where E(; ) expectation of demand size, divided by demand interval

However, the separate expectation of demand size cannot be divided by the expectation of demand
interval, since:

E(~)* E~P) (4.9)

The expected demand per time period, for a smoothing constant of unity ( a = 1) is in fact:

E(;)~E(Z)E(~)~+ P~lIOg(~)] (410)

For full conversion of equations, see Syntetos & Boylan (2001). The equation above shows that
demand per period is biased; Syntetos and Boylan (2001) tried to formulate a model with unbiased
demand per period estimates, thus that equals Z / P :

E(;r)=E(ZI)E( 1 -IJ=~ (4.11)
PreP' P

, where c constant, which should be >100 for a good approximation

7 In the next section is shown how the demand size and demand interval are combined. Other authors proved
that there is a theoretical mistake, which is referred to later. The calculation of the demand interval that is stated
there, is the way it is stated in the simulation model (equation 4.1 0)
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The difference with Croston is thus the equation for p, which is used to calculate the forecasted
demand per period, as stated in equation 4.10. The forecasted demand per period is then used as input
for 'the inventory box' in figure 21. Further, every step is the same as with Croston's method, and they
will thus not be stated here again. One variable needs to be declared however: same as with Croston,
the expected demand per period is only updated in periods with demand, and thus the output parameter
will be:

A AP

Y IJ+I
the forecast in period t, for period t+ 1 with the

approximation method (AP)

Variance
The variance of demand per period is to be
determined by the MSE. The standard
deviation of the demand per month can be
determined by taking the square root of the

Aw:rq.:tm.'..wOl)
RAlilalfill ....

ToW",""
ooldlniCOlll'

(4.12)

amount of months, starting at and going back from t, the
current period

MSE. This parameter accounts as input for the 'inventory box'. The MSE is calculated as stated below
(Silver et al. 1998, p. 109):

1 N A 2

MSE, =-I(xI - Y,_I)
N ,=1

,where N

For Moving Average, a 12 month average of the MSE is taken in Xelus Parts, thus N=12.This MSE
calculation will be used for MA in the simulation model. All three of the methods will be handled with
an update equation in case positive demand occurs:

MSE
TJ

=(l-w)· MSE
TJ

_1+W· e2 (4.13)

, where W smoothing constant, it does not have to be the same as
the a which is used with the Croston's and approximation

MSE
TJ

MSE
TJ

CS , or MSE
TJ

AP of non zero demand

e forecast error from (4.7) for Croston and approximation

method; for MA it is equal to XI - Y,_I I

A MA A CS

Note: from now on, the parameter Y (forecasted demand per month) stands for Y ,y ,and
I-I.t I-I.s I-I;

A AP

Y . Similar, the MSE is equal to MSEMA
, MSEcs, or MSEAP

• This means that the same method is
1-1,1

used for the different forecasting methods, regarding to inventory policy.

Inventory policy
As stated earlier this section, an (s,Q) policy is
used. First, the order quantity Q has to be
determined. This is done with use

"'S:_T...L....
. I _I

of the EOQ (economic order quantity; formula Silver et al. 1998, pp 154). Also other methods can be
used, such as lot-for-Iot and periodic order quantity, however EOQ seems to deliver satisfying results
(Zheng 1992; Axsater 1996).
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(4.14)

, where
vr

A
v
r

Costs of ordering
Unit variable costs in £ / unit
Carrying charge (=costs of having one £ in stock for time unit), in €I€I
time unit
order quantity in period t

For v and r, respectively the cost price of a part and a percentage of 20% are taken. For A, a fixed
amount of £50 is taken, which is build up as stated in appendix F.

An (s,Q) policy with a pz measure (fill rate) can be expressed as follows:

Pz =1- ~ (E[(D( rl,r] +~]-s)+J- E[(D(O,La]-(S+Q»)+]) (4.15)

, where Pz Service degree (fill rate)

~ ,La Lead time, which is assumed to be deterministic

S Re-order point
(x,yt Maximum of x and y

D (r, r + L] Demand over the lead time (=from period r to r +L)

In case it is assumed that the net inventory after arrival of an order is positive, the second part at the
right hand site is zero.

Normal Approximation
The first policy is based on the assumption of normality. Under this assumption, formulas of the (s,Q)
policy can be found in De Kok (2002). The equation in (4.16) is equal to normal approximation of
equation (4.15):

P=1 JMSEJL Er[z-( s-;L JJ+J (4.16)
z Q l ~MSEJL

Z has a standard normal distribution here, and it is therefore connected to the probability function:

G(k)=E[(Z-kf]= ~j(z-kp)exp(-.!.zZ]AZ (4.17)
v2lf k 2 r

, where kp safety factor

Equation (4.17) is a cut-off integral to determine the value of k. For safety stock calculations with a
normal approximation, the constant needs to be determined:

s-yL
kp =-'~=M=SE==JL----=L=

When one inserts (4.18) in (4.16), and the unknown factor is isolated, (4.19) results:

G(k) = (1- P)Q
~MSE..[i

, where p the target fill rate
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G(k) can be approximated bl:

k _ -In(a)
p- J2 ' fora<l (4.20)

, where
2J2(1-P)Q

a = ------';-----'---....,...."....

.JMSE.JL[1j:,,,;r,r,,,]J
(4.21)

Equation (4.19) is based on equations (4.16) and (4.18). In case all the variables on the right side of
the equation are known, a value for kp can be calculated with (4.20) and (4.21). With equation (4.22)

the re-orderlevel can be calculated, where kp.JMSEJL is the safety stock (ss).

(4.22)

(4.23)

Since s and Q are determined, the true average inventory and the true fill rate can be determined by
means of simulation.

Compound Poisson
Similar as with the assumption of normality, the input from the forecasting methods is the forecasted
demand per period. The Q used for the compound Poisson is equal to the Q used with the normal
approximation (equation 4.14), since the input of the EOQ calculation has not changed.

A Poisson process has an arrival intensity.The number of customers arriving in a time interval has a
Poisson distribution, and the probability for k customers is then equal to:

P(k)= (At)k e-Ai

k!
, where P(...)

t

A
k

probability of k customers
time interval
arrival intensity
amount of customers

In the case of pure Poisson process (only demand equal to one), for a discreet Compound Poisson
demand accounts that:

I s+Q

p(X=jls)=- L P(D(O,L)=k-j)
Q k=max(S+I,j)

, where j and k are two integers.

(4.24)

When (4.23) and (4.24) are combined, the probability for stock level j is found for pure Poisson
demand:

I s+Q (AL)k- i

p(X=jls)=- L . ,e-1L
(4.25)

Q k=max(s+l,j) (k - J).
, where X the net stock

In (4.23), lead time demand is needed for re-order point calculation of pure Poisson demand. To apply
the constant demand case to equation (4.25), forecasted demand per period should be represented in
(4.25), concluding in:

8 Equation (4.20) and (4.21) are abstracted from the software package Xelus Parts
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1 s+Q (; L)k-
i

p(X=jls)=- I e- yL

Q k=max(s+I,j) (k - j)!
(4.26)
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With equation (4.27) the fill rate can be determined, based on a re-order point from equation (4.26).
~ A

Imin(j, yL)· p(x = j)
Pz =..=..i....:=I ----:- _ (4.27)

yL
Since s and Q are determined, by means of simulation the true average inventory and the true fill rate
can be determined.

Output
After the simulation, the output should be calculated. The output consists of the overall fill rate, total
average inventory, and total average inventory holding costs. First, the fill rate is calculated over the
total demand over all parts:

P -1- B(tl'tzl
z-

D(tl'tzl
, where B(tl'tzl

D(tl' tzl

(4.28)

amount of backorders from month t] to t2

total demand from month t] to t2

Second, the average inventory is equal to the sum of the average on hand stock of the 25 parts. The
inventory holding costs are per part calculated as a mark-up percentage for inventory multiplied with
the average amount on inventory and the cost price of the part. The sum is taken over all 25 parts
again.

4.2.2 Results
A representative subset of data is formed to be used as input for the simulation. For 25 articles of the
ICR series in Maastricht, demand patterns, prices, lead times, and target fill rates are used. All of the
articles come from the price class A (see table 4 for material classes). Articles that were considered
intermittent, as well as steady in the analysis phase are present in the subset, to check the influence of
intermittence on the performance of forecasting methods. The subset of parts contains 7 parts with
lead time 40 days, 4 parts with lead time 60 days, 5 parts with lead time 70, and 8 parts with lead time
80 days.

As well as for the parameter a (eq. 4.6), as for OJ (eq. 4.13) the value 0,2 is taken. This value is
suggested by the literature to be useful for practice. The target fill rates of parts are deducted from the
classification scheme explained in the preliminary investigation, and were all equal to 97%. The
inventory markup percentage is equal to 20% yearly of the cost price9

• The ordering costs are equal to
€ 50, the buildup can be found in appendix F. It is assumed that the on hand stock just before the 25th

month is equal to the re-order point of month 25.

A simulation is performed where forecasted demand per period, forecast error, re-order point and
order quantity are updated every month, and the net stock is determined on a daily base. The first 24
months are used to initialize the process, month 25 to 36 are used for simulation. Table 20 shows the
results ofthe simulation.

9 This value is calculated by an internal employee
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Average on Inventory
Forecasting Forecast error Inventory hand stock Costs Fill rate

Method calculation Policy (parts/ year) (0 year) (%)
Movin~ Avera~e MSE, N=12 Normal Distr. 100 € 18.149 97,4%
Movin~ Avera~e UpdatedMSE Normal Distr. 120 € 21.867 100,0%
Croston UpdatedMSE Normal Distr. 72 € 12.533 94,8%
Approximation UpdatedMSE Normal Distr. 86 € 14.723 96,6%
Moving Average x Compo Poisson 109 € 18.624 97,4%
Croston x Compo Poisson 88 € 15.261 99,1%
Approximation x Compo Poisson 118 € 21.247 100,0%

Table 12: Results simulation unplanned material requirements

The policy that is currently used, MA with a nonnal distribution, is stated in the second row of the
table. Croston's method, also present in Xelus Parts, has a total costs which is 31 % lower than MA,
however the fill rate also decreases with 2,6%, in case the nonnal distribution is assumed. The
approximation method perfonns almost as good as MA with respect to the fill rate under the
assumption of nonnality, however the inventory holding costs are 20% lower, and the average stock is
14% lower. In this output, the theoretical mistake of Croston is clear, since its forecast for demand per
period is slightly lower than the forecast of the approximation method. Hypothesis 1 is thus confinned.

In case the Compound Poisson process is considered, the high costs and inventory of MA and the
approximation method stand out. Croston perfonns quite adequate with a decrease in on hand stock of
12%, a decrease in inventory costs of 16%, and the increase in fill rate by 1,7%. Since Croston is
biased it gives a smaller forecast for demand per period, what seems to benefit the use of the
Compound Poisson. It thus can be concluded that the Compound Poisson method results in a slightly
high inventory, compared to the policy under the assumption of nonnality, rejecting hypothesis 2. This
can partly be explained by rounding: in case the calculated re-order point with the nonnal distribution
is 0,4, it is rounded to O. With the Compound Poisson, which is a discrete method, an integer for the
re-order point is searched, for which the expected service level is equal or larger than 97%. If e.g. the
expected service level is 96,2% for s=2, and 99% for s=3, then the re-order point is set on s=3. In case
of the nonnal distribution, the calculated re-order point would be e.g. 2,2, and rounded to s=2. For a
better evaluation, the simulation is repeated for Croston's method with Compound Poisson with a
target fill rate of 94% (note that the actual target, to be satisfied in reality, still is 97% for all parts).
Thus, finding s in equation 4.24 so that equation 4.25 results in fill rate of 94% or higher. The results
are stated in table 13.

Average on Inventory
Forecasting Forecast error Inventory hand stock Costs Fill rate

Method calculation Policy (parts/year) (0 year) (%)
Croston x Compo Poisson 72 € 13.188 99,1%

Table 13: Croston & Compo Poisson, fin rate 94%

It seems that the fill rate is still 99,1 % 0,7% higher than the policy that is currently used at NedTrain),
while the average on hand stock decreases with 28% and the inventory holding costs decrease with
27%. It seems that the stock did not decrease enough to lower the fill rate, it is expected however that
in case the target fill rate is lowered again, the actual fill rate will also decrease.

To test hypothesis 3, two combinations of methods remain interesting: approximation method with
nonnal distribution, and Croston's method with Compound Poisson (fill rate 94%). These will be
compared to each other and to MA with a nonnal distribution, which is used currently at NedTrain. In
the literature (Williams 1984; Eaves 2002) is suggested that among others transaction variability may
be used to find a border value between the appropriateness of forecasting methods. Two research
questions are fonnulated:

o Are the mean average inventories of the methods significantly different from each other?
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o Do lead time, mean interval between demands, price, demand per year and their interactions
have a significant effect on which methods performs at lowest costs?

An ANCOVA (analysis of covariance) can be performed to provide answers to these questions. An
ANCOVA tests for differences between groups on a dependent variable, controlling for the effects of
one or more covariates (Green & Salkind 2003). The dependent variable is the yearly average
inventory; the factor is the combination of forecasting method - inventory policy. Moving Average 
Normal Distribution (1), Approximation - Normal Distribution (2), and Croston - Compound Poisson
(3) are used, to compare the two best methods with the currently used method. As covariates, lead
time, the mean interval between demands, the price of a part and the average demand per year are
used. ANCOVA has four underlying assumptions:

Assumption 1

Assumption 2

Assumption 3

Assumption 4

The dependent variable is normally distributed in the population for any
specific value of the covariate and for anyone level of a factor: this
assumption is tested by means of distribution fitting, and it is satisfied.
The variances of the dependent variable for the conditional distributions
described in assumption 1 are equal: this tested later in the analysis. In case
variances are not equal but sample sizes are the same, results from the post
hoc test should be mistrusted
The cases represent a random sample from a population and the scores on the
dependent variable are independent of each other: since average yearly
inventory is taken into account, and no time series data, data is independent
and this assumption is satisfied
The covariate is linearly related to the dependent variable within all levels of a
factor, and the weights or slopes relating the covariate to the dependent
variable are equal across all levels of the factor: this evaluated later in the
analysis

An ANCOVA is performed with all three methods; the outcomes are specified in appendix G & H. Is
seems that none of the main effects or interactions of covariates interact significantly with the factor
'method', although demand comes very close (appendix G); assumption 4 is thus satisfied. Next the
analysis is performed without the interactions with 'method', to find answers on the research
questions. It seems that assumptions 2 is satisfied (Levene's test appendix H), and that only method 3
has significantly lower inventory than method 1. Further no conclusions can be made.

Therefore, in a second ANCOVA setting method 2 and 3 are tested (Appendix D. Assumption 2 is not
satisfied, thus the post hoc comparisons cannot be trusted (Green & Salkind 2003). However since
there are no significant interaction effect of covariates with the factor, the weight of covariates is the
same, and the setting of the differences on the dependent variable among groups is not caused by
covariates. Based on the second ANCOVA, one can conclude that the independent variables do not
influence the output (= which method results in a lower inventory). To check result, a binary logistic
regression can be performed. In a binary logistic regression, the dependent variable is binary; in this
case 0, when method 2 resulted in lower inventory, and 1, when method 3 resulted in lower inventory.
The regression should result in which method is the best option, under a certain parameter setting.
It seems that as a rule of thumb, per candidate independent variable 10 cases are needed. In this
context, the amount of cases is the amount the rarer of the two binary levels is registered (Harrel
1984). Since method 2 resulted 7 times in a lower inventory, the sample size is not large enough to
perform a proper logistic regression.

From the statistical analysis it seems that method 3 has a significantly lower inventory compared to
method I. Also, it seems that method 2 and 3 have similar settings, concerning the independent
variables, rejecting hypothesis 3. The logistic regression could not be decisive. However, since method
3 resulted in 16 cases in a lower inventory, and method 2 resulted in 7 cases in a lower inventory; and
the average fill rate of method 3 was considerably higher than the fill rate of method 2, the practical
conclusion may be drawn that method 3 is favourable, compared to method I and 2.
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Next, a comparison is made with the case the MSE is used as evaluation criteria for the
appropriateness of a method. Note that the MSE does not take into account whether an inventory
policy is based on the normal distribution, a Compound Poisson process, etcetera. However as can be
seen in the results, this has a significant influence on the final output (inventory and fill rate). This is
also a shortcoming of many scientific articles that handle forecasting methods. In case the MSE is
used, it seems that Croston's method and the approximation method have the lowest MSE for 20 parts.
Moving Average scored lowest on 5 articles. However, when taking average inventory into account,
Moving Average scored lowest only 2 times. For not one part, Moving Average scored significantLy
lower. The approximation method scores similar to Croston's method under the assumption of
normality, however the satisfied fill rates are not similar. Considering demand distributions, Croston's
method in combination with the normal distribution did not satisfy the target fill rate, while Croston
with the Compound Poisson process outperforms alternative methods. Concluding, the MSE does not
support a decision for a demand pattern distribution, and the lowest MSE does not necessarily result in
the best average inventory - fill rate trade off.

GeneraLization
Croston in combination with Compound Poisson is the best under the investigated combinations for all
demand patterns. From table 14 seems that for 40% of parts that are handled unplanned, a forecast
should be made. The simulation shows a 28% decrease in on hand stock for these items. Since for
every train series, the percentage of parts with average demand> I per year, and the total amount of
carriers differs, the saving in inventory cannot be interpreted as general for all train series. To
determine whether the results can be extrapolated to all of the other train series, demand patterns of
other series are to be compared to the demand patterns of the ICR. For one of the larger train series,
VIRM, around 55% of the parts should be controlled with forecasts. Since this train series has more
carriers, it has to be investigated whether demand patterns are similar to the demand pattern of the ICR
train series. In figure 16 & 17, the demand histograms for the ICR series are given. Similarly, demand
histograms of the VIRM series can be created.
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Figure 23: Demand Histogram Onnen

From the demand histograms can be concluded that demand patterns of VIRM are similar to the
demand patterns of the ICR series, and thus the same inventory reduction can be expected. It is
expected that the results can be extrapolated to all of the other material series. Note that the percentage
of parts which are controlled by forecasts may differ.
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5. Implementation
In this chapter, an implementation plan is written for as well the re-design for planned, as unplanned
material requirements. Aspects as time, costs, stakeholders, and resistance are taken into account. In
both implementations, a project leader needs to be specified.

5. 1 Planned Material Requirements
In section 3.2, a re-design is developed for a forecasting - inventory control system for planned
material requirements. It seemed that the safety stock can be expressed as a percentage of monthly
demand, in case monthly demand is stationary. Below, all aspects concerning the implementation are
handled.

Phases & Time
Activity Stakeholders/ Parties Time
- Convince management - Management (logistics/ Week I & 2

inventory)
- Project leader

- Create awareness for the - CMP's Week 3 &4
problem - Purchasing planners
- Create awareness for - Project leader
consequences of actions
- Explain re-design
- Instruct (how) to use PT/ -ISM Week4&S
create feedback loop -MSM

- CMP's
- Purchasing planners
- Project leaders

- Implement new method & - CMP's WeekS &6
start use - Purchasing planners

- Project leader
- Measure perfonnance - CMP's During maintenance, time

- Project leader varies
- Improve system - CMP's After perfonnance

- Purchasing planners measurement, time varies
- Inventory managers
- Project leader

People & Resistance
In the re-design a new method is detennined to cope with demand uncertainty. First, management
should be convinced that the method is worth implementing. The influence of the method on the stock
turnover rate, the total holding costs, and the effect on the fill rate should be mentioned, as well as an
explanation of the method, and the effect on the planning quality. In case it is decided that the method
should be implemented, the people who will make use of the method should be explained what the
current problem is, why this re-design benefits the material requirements, and how the method works.
Therefore, it should be decided on which people will make use of the method. Since the 'purchasing
planners' (='inkoopplanners') order material, they should be made responsible for putting the safety
stock on stock at the OB's. Also, to the CMP's at the OB's, who identify the need for
maintenance/parts, has to be explained that a new policy is fonnulated, and what the consequences
may be. To counter resistance against change and disbelief in the new idea's, clear real life examples
should be used to show what the costs were, and what the costs could have been. Since the interest of
both parties is different, this should be done with separate interactive presentations. It has to be noted
that the model is not 'the holy grail' that solves all problems: the people have insights that may
influence outcomes of the model. If for example a part can only be ordered one time, safety stock
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consideratiops have no use. Next step is to instruct MSM, CMP's, ISM, and purchasing planners that a
feedback loop is created at the moment purchasing planners want to order parts for parts which only
have a PT. In case parts have a MT, the feedback loop is not needed. The feedback loop can be
interpreted as a confirmation that the parts are actually needed.

From the moment the purchasing planners, CMP's, MSM and ISM understand the method, and start to
use it, two performance indicators should be measured and monitored by the responsible inventory
manager/ head of purchasing planners: total costs per part, and availability of parts. Feedback should
be provided to the respective purchasing planners. After a to be specified time interval, all results need
to be collected and presented. If necessary, the system has been improved to fit the demand
uncertainty at NedTrain better.

Costs
Costs in time and money need to be considered. No financial investments need to be done to make the
re-design possible. Investments in time and knowledge will have to be made, to ensure the method is
understood, acknowledged, and used correctly.

5.2 Unplanned Material Requirements
For the re-design for the new forecasting - inventory control system for unplanned material
requirements, a separate implementation plan is proposed. In section 4.2 the best control system
appeared to be Croston as a forecasting method, in combination with s,Q policy which is based on a
Compound Poisson distribution. Since these methods are of a higher mathematical level, the
implementation should be handled with care.

Phases & Time
Activity Stakeholders! Parties Time
- Convince management - Management Week 1&2

f--
- Project Leader

- Explain current situation - Consultant Xelus Parts Week 3 &4
- Explain problems with current - Purchasing planners
situation - Project Leader
- Explain re-design
- Implement Compound Poisson - Project Leader WeekS -7
in Xelus parts - Consultant Xelus Parts
- Run test cases & Improve - Project Leader Week 8 - further, until

- Consultant Xelus Parts satisfying results
- Purchasing planners

- Use - Purchasing planners After test cases
- Feedback - Project Leader Week 8 - further

- Inventory Manager
- Purchasing planners

People & Resistance
First step for the project leader is again to convince management of the proposed re-design. For this
cause, a careful explanation of the new system is to be given, as well as the results in the current
situation compared to the results of the proposed system. Also, effects on important key performance
indicators need to be explained, such as the effect on the stock turnover rate.

Next, the model is to be explained to the users: again the purchasing planners, since they make use of
Xelus Parts, and the consultant of Xelus Parts, whose help is needed to implement the system in the
software. Careful considerations should be made in how much detail the system is handled: the
functionalities and characteristics are more important than all of the equations. Note that in case the
users don't understand the system, it is very likely that the system will not be used! Also it should be
noted that the re-design again is not 'the holy grail'. Humans can provide insights that methods will
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never be able to take into account. If for example an international soccer tournament will be played in
The Netherlands, chairs might be molested, thus demand may increase heavily. Think e.g. also of
weather influences, changing intensity of use of trains, etcetera.

Since Croston's method is already implemented in Xelus Parts, only the Compound Poisson inventory
control system has to be implemented. Help is needed from the consultant of Xelus Parts, who has
knowledge of the software and the possibilities with the software. When everything is implemented in
the software, several test cases need to be performed, to check the functionality of the methods. In case
of satisfying results, the actual user phase can be started. For a random sample of parts the
performance needs to be monitored, and compared to the performance in case the old policy would be
used. If necessary, parameter setting can be improved. Feedback of the performance of the model
needs to be provided to purchasing planners and the inventory manager, to counter possible resistance
and behavior to change back to the old system.

Costs
Costs in time and money need to be considered. No financial investments need to be done to make the
re-design possible. Investments in time and knowledge will have to be made, so the method is
understood, acknowledged, implemented, and used correctly.
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6. Conclusion & Recommendations
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6.1 Conclusions
At NedTrain, a high fill rate is satisfied with a high inventory. From the two separate re-designs seems
that an alternative forecasting - inventory control systems will make sure that the fill rate is still
satisfied, however against a lower inventory: the goal of this master thesis project.

First, for planned material requirements, a simulation is performed based on scenario analysis. From
the results of the simulation can be concluded that in case a safety stock is used, a far better trade-off
between fill rate and costs is satisfied than with current policies, considering that actual demand at
NedTrain is equal to a worse case scenario. In case one batch was ordered for a part, a potential saving
in inventory holding costs of around 50% may be expected. However, no exact saving can be
extrapolated for NedTrain from the analysis, since different planners use different policies, and the
amount of parts handled this way varies. The best case and average case scenario indicate what policy
should be used when demand becomes less uncertain, and what consequences this has for costs and
availability. Also, in case an investment has to be done for the demand to become less uncertain, the
payback period can be determined. This way, it can be checked whether measures against demand
uncertainty are worth while. For long term maintenance parts higher level information can be used, so
that material requirements can be specified on time. In the implementation phase, most important are
to create awareness of actions later in the supply chain, effects of different policies, use of the
feedback loop for material requirements for long term maintenance parts.

For unplanned maintenance material requirements, currently the choice of which forecasting method
to use is based on the height of the MSE on a demand pattern on ROC-level. Always, the normal
distribution is used for inventory control. In this paper, a simulation model is provided to test various
forecasting methods, alternative forecasting error calculations and an alternative distribution as base
for the inventory policy.
Using a subset of 25 articles with different characteristics, it can be concluded that the following
combination yields 'optimal' results, with respect to fill rate and average inventory:

Forecasting method
Demand pattern distribution
Order quantity

Croston's method
Compound Poisson process
Economic Order Quantity

No alternatives are tested for the order quantity, however based on literature and common sense, it is
expected to yield better results than periodic order quantity (which is used currently). From statistical
analyses it seems that there are no independent variables that influence the relative performance of the
methods, thus it is recommended to implement this combination, and make use of it for every part.
Most important in the implementation is to explain the methods, and to instruct how to use the
method. Also should be noted that human input stays vital in forecasting demand.

Since for around 40-50% of the parts which are used at the OB' s demands needs to be forecasted, and
around 25% in inventory can be saved on these parts, a total significant saving is expected in case the
method is implemented. Note that it is difficult to estimate that expected total saving, since inventories
for the remaining 50-60% has to be taken into account. Also, for some parts that are handled planned,
costs will be saved (= in case orders are currently placed as one batch), and for some parts costs will
increase, together with the fill rate. The saving on inventory is also expected to result in a higher stock
turnover rate, which is the major performance indicator for inventory control.

Note that the effects will be noticeable from when the inventory declined to the wished for level. If
e.g. currently 10 months inventory is present for part with a lead time of 1 month, this first has to be
used, until the inventory reaches its level based on the new methods. It thus takes time until all results
become visible in key performance indicators and warehouses.
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6.2 Recommendations
In this section, recommendations for further investigation are done in three classes: general, planned
material requirements and unplanned material requirements.

General
- During this project, also input for purchasing contracts was delivered, based on data from the IV lists
of the ICR train series. It is recommended to also do this for the other train series. Purchasing contracts
may consequence is lower lead times, more steady lead times, and stock may be put on the shelf at the
supplier. The same can be done for parts with high demand, that are maintained on unplanned base

Planned Material Requirements
- Currently, condition based maintenance is performed solely on unplanned base. The reasoning
behind this is that it is not economically efficient to keep knowledge of conditions up to date. With use
of more recent techniques, it might be possible to gain knowledge and perform condition based
maintenance more on a planned base.
- The IV list is the primary source of information for planned maintenance actions. Currently the IV
list are brought up to date, however there is no protocol to keep the quality of the IV list high. A
protocol should be formulated for the case that information on parts changes

Unplanned Material Requirements
- Currently there is no uniform protocol to deal with very slow movers, which can be classified as
parts with ~ I parts average demand per year. These parts are sometimes forecasted, sometimes no
stock is placed, and with human input decisions are made based on judgment. It is suggested that a
part is either put on stock, or demand is only satisfied with backorders. Criteria can be formulated to
determine whether a part has to be stocked or not, such as availability on the market, mission
criticality, etcetera. Demand for these parts should thus never be forecasted.
- As stated in the re-design phase, a new method was developed during the writing of this thesis. This
method (Syntetos et al. 2(08) takes lead times into account in the sense that in case the lead time is
smaller than the average demand interval and a periodic order policy is used, a replenishment is not
always immediately done in case demand occurred. This method is recommended worth investigating.
- Parameter settings in inventory methods are currently determined based on suggestions from the
literature, or human judgment. It might be beneficial to run a simulation to determine the 'optimal'
parameters settings ('optimal' = minimal holding costs for a realized fill rate)
- In the simulation in section 4.2, it is assumed that inter arrival times are exponentially distributed. To
check the validity of the distribution, this assumption should have to be checked with a larger data-set
- Protocols what to repair and how to repair it: currently, no clear protocols exist what to repair, in
case a part fails. In this project derived demand was analyzed (see figure 6), however in case these
policies are created, less different parts have to be kept on stock, resulting in total lower on hand stock
- Human adjustments: currently, safety time it added with lead time, extra safety stock is added, and
the order quantity can be more than 20 times the demand during the lead time. Some of these
adjustments are based on the material class, some are manually adjusted for a particular part. Since
nobody really knows why these adjustments are done, it is recommended to remove these manual
adjustments in all the cases they are not needed. When a forecasting method and inventory control
policy are adequate, no such adjustments are necessary, unless e.g. a lead time really is uncertain. In
case these adjustments are kept in Xelus Parts, favorable results of the re-design will be noticed less,
or even not at all, since the effect is outclassed by the unfavorable results of the adjustments. This
recommendation is vital for the results
- Material classes: currently, the classification is base don total requirements of a part. However, it
case a part has unplanned demand of I part a month on the average, and planned requirements are in
one month 60 parts, the part's target fill rate, order quantity, etcetera for unplanned requirements,
would be deducted from a category for parts with high total requirements. It is recommended that
parts are thus classified based on unplanned requirements only
- In case more data are used in the simulation, it might be worthwhile to re-do the ANCOVA and
logistic regression. Since some analyses were inconclusive, a larger sample size may contribute.
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- In the scientific literature, mostly variability measures are used to evaluate forecasting methods. One
conclusion in this paper is that the actual outcome may result in a different choice concerning the
forecasting method. Also, the variability measure does not take the underlying demand distribution
(for inventory control) into account. It is recommended to do more research in the connection between
forecasting methods and inventory control, in stead of handling them as separate aspects.
- In the re-design, the bootstrapping method (see Willemain et al. 2004) was shortly mentioned. Some
additional research is done concerning this method. For 15 parts, the bootstrapping method (described
in appendix J) is simulated, and it is compared with the three methods from the statistical analyses. It
seems that the bootstrapping method generates better results than Moving Average, but performs
worse compared to the other two methods. A more advanced bootstrapping method may be beneficial,
so it is recommended to do more research with respect to the applicability of the bootstrapping method
at NedTrain.
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List of Abbreviations

M.L. Wlu 2008

Note that for the sake of clarity some abbreviations are stated in Dutch and English, since NedTrain uses Dutch
words in abbreviations (D: Dutch, E: English)

a.o.
AC
ANCOVA
B2B
BC
CBT

CMP

CS
Cw

CV
DAO

DES
EBK

e.g.
EOQ
EWMA

GAO

ICRm
ISM

IV
KPI
KTO

L4L
L4LF
LLC

LTD
LTM
MA
MAD
MAPE
MPS

among others
average case
analysis of covariance
business to business
best case
D: componenten bedrijf Tilburg
E: component revision company
Tilburg
D: coordinator materieel planning
E: capacity planner at the OB
compulsory service
D: constructie wijziging
E: construction modification
coefficient of variation
D: defect atbankelijk onderhoud
E: failure based maintenance
double exponential smoothing
D: extra binnenkomst
E: extra arrival of train
exempli gratia: for example
economic order quantity
exponentially weighted moving
average
D: gebruik atbankelijk onderhoud
E: time based maintenance
A certain train series
D: instandhoudings management
E: maintenance management
Inventory
key perfonnance indicator
D: kort termijn onderhoud
E: Short Tenn Maintenance
lot for lot
lot for lot based on forecast
D: landelijk logistiek centrum
E: countrywide logistics centre
lead time demand
long tenn maintenance
moving average
mean absolute deviation
mean absolute percentual error
master production schedule
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MSE
MSM

MTBR
MT
NS(R)

OB

PT
R&O
RDC
RGMSE

RQ
SB

SCPM

SES
ss
TAO

TC
VIRM
VTMT

WA
WC

mean square error
D: materieel serie manager
E: material series manager
mean time between failures
maximum tenn
D: Nederlandse spoorwegen
(reizigers)
E: Dutch railways (passengers)
D: onderhoudsbedrijf
E: maintenance point
plan tenn
refurbishment & overhaul
reginal distribution centre
root geometric mean square
error
research question
D: servicebedrijf
E: service point
short cyclical periodic
maintenance
simple exponential smoothing
safety stock
D: toestand atbankelijk onderhoud
E: condition based maintenance
technical centre
A certain train series
D: voorlopig technisch maximum
tennijn
E: temporary technical maximum
tenn
weighted average
worse case



List of Variables &Parameters
2. Preliminary Investigation
B(tl't2l amount of backorders from period t1- t2

D(tl't2l total demand from period t1- t2

i price category
x average demand per year

part of demand to be maintained in period t

part of demand to be laid on inventory in period t

safety stock
uniformly distributed input for time variability in month t, in

Percentages
time variability in month t in amount of parts

observed demand in period t

planned demand, made in period t-1 for period t

demand variability in month t in amount of parts

uniformly distributed input for demand variability in month t, in

percentages
forecasted demand in period t

holding costs markup percentage
holding costs in period t

last month in which an order in placed
lead time
amount of periods
on hand stock in period t

ordering costs for period t

price of an item, in €
fill rate

Xt

X,-l,'

Tvar,

3. Planned Material Requirements
# parts total amount of parts needed in n months

AD actual demand in month t,
Dv~

Dem.vart

n
ORS,

OCt

p

P2
p,

p*,

ss
Timevart

4. Unplanned Material Requirements
(x,yt Maximum of x and y
A costs of ordering
a smoothing factor for the estimates
h, chance parameter, with a Bernoulli distribution

B(tl' t2l amount of backorders from period t1 - t2

f3 target fill rate

c Constant (larger than 100 for a good approximation)

C variance partition lead time demand
LTD

C coefficient of variation of demand size
z
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D(tl'tJ

D(-r,-r+L]

E(... )
17
k
kp

L
A
MSE
N
P

P2

PT/
P( ... )
q

Qr
r
s
t
v
(j)

Y,,1+1
A CS

Y/J+I

A AP

Y lJ+1

Y r-I.I

total demand from period tJ - t2

demand over a lead time

the error, assumed to be normally distributed with e - N (0, CJ2)
expectation of (... )
index to the serial number of non-zero demands
amount of customers
safety factor

lead time
arrival rate of customer
forecast error, equal to MSEMA

, MSEcs, or MSEAP

Amount of months
demand interval
fill rate

the estimated chance on demand in period 17

probability on (... )
current amount of months after last demand
order quantity in period t
carrying charge
re-order point
time
unit variable costs
smoothing constant
actual historical demand in period t

Moving Average forecast made in period t for t+1

in period t expected demand for t+ I, Croston's method

in period t expected demand for t+ 1, Approximation method

A MA A CS A AP

is equal to Y ,Y ,or Y
/-1.1 t-1.1 I-I)

the non zero observation of the process
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Appendices

Appendix A: The Organizational Chart

Figure 24: Organizational Chart

Appendix B: Cause and Effect Diagram: problems and cause sources

Long lead tim"" -----"'--~

Honzon------------~ Method. Corrupt dati

--'I ---I~---'"-------..IO...-Historical based

Softwart

~-------InventorypolleyPurchasing contracts

Purchasing contracts

No inventory at supplier ----"'-----~

-----"'----------..-------''---------------------------....''-----~HighInventory

1/ slockpolnls ---------~

Much Is ReactlveJ
unplanned -------------Jo{

No unlfonn protocols' ---tof
poliCies

Figure 25: Fishbone diagram
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Appendix C: planning quality statistics

Amsterdam Monthly Three monthly
02,43 art. MAD MSE MAD MSE
Minimum 0,5 1,7 0,3 0,3
1st quartile 1,4 8,5 1,5 4,7
Median 2,6 14,7 2,2 7,6
3rd Quartile 4,9 66,3 5,5 48,4
Maximum 14,2 907,3 15,5 691,9
Mean 3,6 61,8 3,7 45,2
% of mean
demand 88% 1528% 91% 1117%

ML Vilu 2008

Amsterdam Monthly Three monthly
03,21 art. MAD MSE MAD MSE
Minimum 3,2 31,8 1,2 4,6
1st quartile 10,6 269,7 5,3 90,5
Median 12,8 434,7 13,4 255,4
3rd quartile 16,5 813,3 15,9 461,5
Maximum 50,2 5771,2 56,5 4901,8
Mean 14,3 765,4 13,2 507,6
% of mean
demand 42% 2266% 39% 1503%

Maastricht Monthly Three monthly
02,43 art. MAD MSE MAD MSE
Minimum 1,2 1,5 0,6 1,3
1st quartile 2,2 10,6 2,1 9,7
Median 3,3 27,5 2,9 15,2
3rd quartile 4,5 39,8 4,2 36,2
Maximum 8,7 107,7 8,7 81,4
Mean 3,5 33,0 3,4 23,6
% of mean
demand 96% 894% 91% 640%

Appendix 0: Arrivals of Trains

Maastricht Monthly Three monthly
01,11 art. MAD MSE MAD MSE
Minimum 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,0
1st Quartile 0,4 1,1 0,2 0,2
Median 0,5 1,2 0,5 0,7
3rd quartile 0,8 1,5 0,7 0,9
Maximum 1,1 10,1 0,9 1,3
Mean 0,6 2,1 0,5 0,6
% of mean
demand 117% 419% 96% 126%

Maastricht Monthly Three monthly
03,30 art. MAD MSE MAD MSE
Minimum 4,6 27,6 5,0 27,2
1st quartile 16,3 515,5 18,6 548,9
Median 22,7 1859,1 21,3 1154
3rd quartile 38,6 4590,1 36,5 3626
Maximum 337,9 364442,4 258,5 191556
Mean 49,1 27223,5 44,1 15082
% of mean
demand 76% 42334% 68% 23453%

Arrivals of trains
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Figure 26: Arrival of ICR series
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Appendix E: Output Scenario Analyses
AC

Scenario 55 in t=O 55 in t=1
Safety Stock Fill rate Total Costs Fill rate Total Costs

0 93,1% € 4.862 93,1% € 4.812
4 95,2% € 4.882 94,5% € 5.160
8 96,9% € 5.180 95,4% € 5.558
12 97,9% € 5.617 96,2% € 6.033
16 98,6% € 6.104 96,8% € 6.577
20 99,1% € 6.594 97,2% € 7.113
24 99,6% € 7.150 97,4% € 7.683
28 99,8% € 7.721 97,6% € 8.260
32 99,9% € 8.313 97,6% € 8.885
36 100,0% € 8.934 97,6% € 9.490
40 100,0% € 9.534 97,6% € 10.092

Table 14: Output AC scenario

WC Scenario 55 in t=O 55 in t=1
Safety Stock Fill rate Total Costs Fill rate Total Costs

0 86,9% € 5.533 86,9% € 5.483
4 91,4% € 6.064 88,7% € 5.864
8 93,3% € 6.286 89,9% € 6.214
12 95,3% € 6.629 90,9% € 6.576
16 96,7% € 6.985 92,1% € 7.047
20 97,4% € 7.432 92,7% € 7.499
24 98,2% € 8.016 93,1% € 7.994
28 98,7% € 8.457 93,7% € 8.580
32 99,1% € 9.039 94,0% € 9.103
36 99,3% € 9.590 94,3% € 10.371
40 99,5% € 10.141 94,4% € 10.946
44 99,7% € 10.720 94,6% € 11.493
48 99,8% € 11.299 94,7% € 12.043

Table 15: Output WC scenario
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Appendix F: Buildup Ordering Costs

PURCHASING
e c ..... 0 c Q) Q) Q) C ell

Q) 0 Q) <Il <Il <Il Q) --0
~
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FTE's 12 7 4 3 2 5 7 3 2 2 48

% of time
1 Need 30 60
2 Orders 20 5
3 Purchasing order 5 5 30 20
4 Order confirmation 10 10 40 15 20
5 Receival of goods 5 5
6 Invoices 20 100

% order
FTE's in order

Costs FTE ('000 €) 60 60 60 60 100 60 60 60 60 60 100 I
Cost order process ('000 €) 468 336 180 0 0 45 0 117 0 120

~lIiIiIICosts per order line (€) € 19,17 € 13,76 € 7,37 € - € - € 1,84 € - € 4,79 € - € 4,92 €
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Appendix G: Output ANCOVA 1
Between-Subjects Factors

N
Method 1,00 25

2,00 25
3,00 25

Descriptive Statistics

D d V' bl Iepen ent ana e: nventory

Method Mean Std. Deviation N
1,00 3,9880 2,14987 25
2,00 3,4480 2,18749 25
3,00 2,8760 ,94352 25
Total 3,4373 1,88377 75

Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variances(a)

D d V' bl Iepen ent ana e: nventorv

F df1 df2 SiQ.

3,695 2 72 ,030

Tests the null hypothesIs that the error vanance of the dependent vanable IS equal across groups.
a Design: Intercept+Method+Price+lnterval+L+Demand+Method • Price+Method • Interval+Method • L+Method •

Demand+Price· Demand+lnterval • Demand

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

D d V' bl Iepen ent ana e: nventorv

Type III Sum Partial Eta
Source of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. Squared

Corrected Model 178,567(a) 16 11,160 7,703 ,000 ,680
Intercept 56,442 1 56,442 38,958 ,000 ,402
Method ,392 2 ,196 ,135 ,874 ,005

Price 27,214 1 27,214 18,784 ,000 ,245
Interval 7,714 1 7,714 5,324 ,025 ,084

L 13,660 1 13,660 9,429 ,003 ,140
Demand 3,560 1 3,560 2,458 ,122 ,041

Method· Price 1,721 2 ,861 ,594 ,555 ,020
Method· Interval ,368 2 ,184 ,127 ,881 ,004

Method· L 1,515 2 ,758 ,523 ,596 ,018
Method· Demand 7,664 2 3,832 2,645 ,080 ,084
Price· Demand 33,562 1 33,562 23,166 ,000 ,285

Interval· Demand 38,673 1 38,673 26,694 ,000 ,315
Error 84,029 58 1,449
Total 1148,740 75

Corrected Total 262,595 74

a R Squared = ,680 (Adjusted R Squared = ,592)
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Estimated Marginal Means
Estimates

Ddt V . bl Ie~en en ana e: nven ory

95% Confidence Interval

Method Mean Std. Error Lower Bound Upper Bound
1,00 1,783(a) ,458 ,867 2,700
2,00 1,243(a) ,458 ,327 2,160
3,00 ,671 (a) ,458 -,245 1,588

a Covariates appeanng m the model are evaluated at the followmg values: Pnce =965,9600, Interval =4,5320, L
= 62,8000, Demand = 4,6400.

Appendix H: Output ANCOVA 2
Between-Subjects Factors

N
Method 1,00 25

2,00 25
3,00 25

Descriptive Statistics

d . bl IDeDen ent Vana e: nventorv

Method Mean Std. Deviation N
1,00 3,9880 2,14987 25
2,00 3,4480 2,18749 25
3,00 2,8760 ,94352 25
Total 3,4373 1,88377 75

Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variances(a)

D d tV . bl IeDen en ana e: nven ory

F df1 df2 SiQ.

2,940 2 72 ,059

Tests the null hypothesIs that the error vanance of the dependent vanable IS equal across groups.
a Design: Intercept+Method+Price+L+Price • Demand+Demand' Interval

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

D d V' I IeDen ent anab e: nventorv

Type III Sum Partial Eta
Source of Squares df Mean Square F SiQ. Squared
Corrected Model 153,894(a) 6 25,649 16,045 ,000 ,586
Intercept 66,183 1 66,183 41,402 ,000 ,378
Method 15,461 2 7,731 4,836 ,011 ,125
Price 53,300 1 53,300 33,343 ,000 ,329
L 18,267 1 18,267 11,427 ,001 ,144
Price' Demand 127,152 1 127,152 79,542 ,000 ,539
Demand' Interval 51,766 1 51,766 32,383 ,000 ,323
Error 108,701 68 1,599
Total 1148,740 75
Corrected Total 262,595 74

a R Squared = ,586 (Adjusted R Squared = ,550)
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Estimated Marginal Means
Method
Estimates

D d V' bl Ie~ en ent ana e: nventorv

95% Confidence Interval

Method Mean Std. Error Lower Bound Upper Bound
1,00 1,687(a) ,452 ,786 2,588
2,00 1,147(a) ,452 ,246 2,048
3,00 ,575(a) ,452 -,326 1,476

a Covariates appearing In the model are evaluated at the following values: Price '= 965,9600, L '= 62,8000,
Demand '= 4,6400, Interval '= 4,5320.

Pairwise Comparisons

D d V' bl Iepen ent aria e: nventorv

95% Confidence Interval for
Difference(a)

Mean
Difference Std.

(I) Method (J) Method (I-Jl Error Sig.(a) Lower Bound Upper Bound
1,00 2,00 ,540 ,358 ,407 -,338 1,418

3,00 1,112(*) ,358 ,008 ,234 1,990
2,00 1,00 -,540 ,358 ,407 -1,418 ,338

3,00 ,572 ,358 ,343 -,306 1,450
3,00 1,00 -1,112(*) ,358 ,008 -1,990 -,234

2,00 -,572 ,358 ,343 -1,450 ,306
Based on estimated marginal means

* The mean difference is significant at the ,05 level.
a Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni.
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Appendix I: Output ANCOVA 3

Descriptive Statistics

D d V· bl IeDen ent ana e: nventory

Method Mean Std. Deviation N
2,00 3,4480 2,18749 25
3,00 2,8760 ,94352 25
Total 3,1620 1,69211 50

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

o VeDendent ariab e: Inventory

Type III Sum Partial Eta
Source of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. Squared
Corrected Model 98,729(a) 12 8,227 7,323 ,000 ,704
Intercept 4,852 1 4,852 4,319 ,045 ,105
Method ,132 1 ,132 ,118 ,733 ,003
Price 9,520 1 9,520 8,474 ,006 ,186
Interval 2,478 1 2,478 2,205 ,146 ,056
L 13,808 1 13,808 12,290 ,001 ,249
Demand 2,791 1 2,791 2,484 ,124 ,063
Method * Price 1,401 1 1,401 1,247 ,271 ,033
Method * Interval ,297 1 ,297 ,265 ,610 ,007
Method * L 1,147 1 1,147 1,021 ,319 ,027
Method * Demand 3,776 1 3,776 3,361 ,075 ,083
Price' Demand 12,435 1 12,435 11,068 ,002 ,230
Interval' Demand 27,301 1 27,301 24,300 ,000 ,396
L'Demand 5,291 1 5,291 4,709 ,036 ,113
Error 41,569 37 1,123
Total 640,210 50
Corrected Total 140,298 49

a R Squared = ,704 (Adjusted R Squared = ,608)
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Appendix J: Results Bootstrapping Method
In Willemain et al. (2004), a bootstrapping method is described including a two stage Markov model,
and so-called 'jittering' (add variation to historical non-zero demand) of non-zero demand. The
Markov model is used since their data patterns were auto-correlated (no random demand, but streaks
of zero or non-zero demand); however this is not the case at NedTrain, so this is not used. Also, since
if demand occurs, it is mostly equal to 1, the jittering is also not needed. The forecast for demand per
period is simply equal to the chance on a non-zero demand value, multiplied with this value. The sum
is taken for all historical non-zero demand values. Forecast and forecast error of the bootstrapping
method are used as input for the Normal distribution, and for the Compound Poisson process.

Forecasting Forecast error Average on hand
Method calculation Inventory Policy stock(year) Fill rate
Moving Average MSE, N=12 Normal Distr. 59 98,6%
Approximation Updated MSE Normal Distr. 43 97,3%
Croston x Compound Poisson 41 100%
Bootstrappinq MSE, N=12 Normal Distr. 49 98,6%
Bootstrapping x Compound Poisson 50 100%
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